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HEARING ON NATIONAL CENTERS FOR
PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

THURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Miller, Ackerman,
and Packard.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel; Nancy Kober,
legislative specialist, and Richard Di Eugenio, minority senior legis-
lative associate.

[Text of H.R. 1134 follows:]

t.
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98TH CONGRESS H. R. 11341ST SESSION

To amend title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to
provide for one or more National C.nters for Personal Computers in
Education.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FEBRUARY 1, 1983

Mr. DowNEY of New York introdo"ed the following bill; which was referred to
the Committee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To amend title III of ',mentor). and Secondary Education

Act of 1965 to provide for one or more National Centers
for Pc.sonal Computers in Education.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education

4 Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 2941 et seq.) is amended by adding

5 at the end thereof the following new part:

6 , "PART NCOMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

7 "PROGRAM AUTHOP IZED

8 "SEc. 393. (a) Subject to the availability of funds to

9 carry out this part, the Secretary shall award grants for the

6
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2

1 establishment and operation of National Centers for Personal

2 Computers in Education (hereinafter in this part referred to

3 as a 'Center') to instruct students in the use of personal com-

4 puters and to develop program9 designed to utilize personal

5 computers and microcomputers as educational tools at all

6 educational levels. No grant may be awarded under this part

7 except to a person or entity which has submitted an applica-

8 tint: under section 391 which has been approved by the Sec-

9 retary. Any grant awarded under this part shall, subject to

10 the availability of funds under this part, be sufficient to

11 permit the recipient to operate a Center for a three-year

12 period beginning with fiscal year 1982, subject to the deter-

13 ruination by the Secretary at the end of each fiscal year of

14 operation of a Center that the recipient has complied with the

15 assurances contained in the application for the grant.

16 "(b) The responsibilities of any Center funded under this

17 part shall be to-

18 "(1) identify sources of courseware materials and

19 provide information about such materials to interested

20 parties;

21 "(2) develop courseware materials for use in

22 areas in which available courseware materials are

23 inadequate;
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1 "(3) identify and develop curriettlur_, materids for

2 instructing students at all educational i-rels 1 the uses

3 of computers;

4 "(4) provide special teacher training and demon-

5 stration computer systems to schools at all educational

6 levels that have a large proportion of minority

7 students;

8 "(5) develop methods for enabling handicapper in-

9 dividuals to use computers for communication and edu-

10 cational purposes;

11 "(6) conduct programs demonstrating the various

12 educational uses of computers which shall include, but

13 not be limited to

"(A) the provision of computers in the class-4

15 room for student use which may include as many

16 as one computer per four students,

17 "(B) the establishment of a laboratory that

18 uses computers to simulate live experiments, and

19 "(C) the establishment of a computer library

20 that would allow students to borrow personal

21 computers for use outside the classroom;

22 "(7) assess the relative quality and merits of corn-

23 mercially available microcomputers and disseminate

24 such assessments to educators;
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1 "(8) monitor new developments in educational

2 technology, including microcomputers and video disc

3 systems, and disseminate information about such devel-

4 opments to educators;

5 "(9) develop teacher training materials, including

computer programs, films, slides, pamphlets, and audio

7 and video cassettes, that will-

8 "(A) instruct educators about personal com-
.

9 puters and their uses to enable them to determine

10 the amount of financial resources and personnel to

11 commit to the use of computers in their educa-

12 tional system,

13 "(B) instruct educators in the methods of

14 using computers to enhance the learning experi-

15 ences of their students in the classroom, in labors-

16 tones, and at home, and

17 "(C) instruct teachers m computer program-

18 ing and in the development of courseware

19 materials;

20 "(10) establish a demonstration laboratory to ex-

21 hibit examples of personal computer systems and

22 courseware materials to enable educators to personally

23 observe the operation of such computers and

24 courseware materials;

21-966 0 - 83 - 2
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1 "(11) publish a periodic newsletter to disseminate

2 information on computers, computer training programs,

3 and courseware materials;

4 "(12) assist Congress and interested Federal

5 agencies m developing a program for establishing re-

6 giOnal centers for personal computers in education, that

7 shall include, but not be limited to, appropriate goals

8 and designs for such centers;

9 "(13) solicit from subscribers to the newsletter es-

10 tablished under paragraph (11). of this section informa-

11 Lion concerning their computer education needs;

12 "(14) assist Congress and Federal agencies in

13 identifying areas in w)ich Federal funding will acceler-

r4 ate the educational ,impact of emerging computer

15 technologies;

16 "(15) undertake any studies requested by Con-

17 gress or Federal agencies relating to educational uses

18 of computer technology;

19 "(16) establish a mechanism to inform the cbm-

20 puter industry of the computer needs of the Nation's

21 educational system and to receive from the computer

22 industry information concerning recent developments in

23 computers;

24 "(17) monitor developments in the area of inter-
)

25 communication among users of personal computers and

10
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1 devise means of utilizing intercommunication to inform

2 educators of the potential uses of personal computers;

3 "(18) assist interested local libraries in establish-

4 ing programs to provide personal computers and video

5 " disc systems to the public; and

6 "(19) establish a model community personal coin-
.

7 puter center in one local' shopping mall which shall

8

9

"(A) prOvide a site for field trips by groups

of local students,

10 "(B) provide demonstrations of the et, ,a-

11 tional uses of personal computers to patrons of the

12 mall,

13 "(C) conduct courses for community residents

14 on the operation of personal computers, and

15 "(D) provide computer programs and books,

16 magazines, and other information about computers

17 on loan to the public.

18 "APPLICATION

19 "SEC. 394. Any person or entity desiring to receive a

20 grant under this part shall submit to the Secretary an appli-

21 eation for the establishment and operation of a Center. Appli-

22 cations under this sectitin shall be submitted at such time, in

23 such form, and containing such information as the Secretary

24 shall prescribe. An application shall not be approved unless

25 it-

11
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1 "(1) provides that the Center will be administered

2 by, or under the supervision of, the applicant;

3 "(2) provides for the performance of the responsi,

4 bilities described in section 393(b);

5 "(3) sets forth policies and procedures that will

6 ensure adequate evaluation of the performance of the

7 Center;

8 "(4) provides for such fiscal control and fund ac-

9 counting procedures as may be necessary to assure

10 proper disbursement of and accounting for Federal

11 funds paid to the applicant under this part, and

12 "(5) provides for making an annual report and

13 such other reports in such form and containing such in-

14 formation as the Secretary may reasonably require and

15 for keeping such records and affording such access

16 thereto as the Secretary may find necessary to assure

17 the correctness ard verification of such reports.

18 "REPORT

19 "SEc. 395. Each recipient of a grant provided under

20 this part shall transmit a final report to the President not

21 later than January 1, 1987. The final report shall contain a

22 detailed statement of the activities of the Center operated by

23 the recipient, together with recommendations of ways to use

24 pet )nal computers to improve the educational system of the

25 United States.

12
I
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1 "DEFINITIONS

2 "SEC. 396. For purposes of this part-

3 "(1) the term 'courseware materials' mewls edu-

4 cational materials for use with personal computers and

5 includes, but is not limited to, computer programs and

6 student-teacher workbooks that provide-

7 "(A) simulated laboratory experiences in the

8 natural and social sciences,

9 "(B) discovery learning in mathematics,

10 "(C) drill and practice in communications,

11 mathematics, and science,

12 "(D) educational games that provide learning

13 experiences, and

14 "(E) materials to develop problem-solving

15 skills in mathematics and science;

16 "(2) the term 'microcomputer' means a digital

17 computer constructed primarily of microelectronic

18 components;

19 "(3) the term 'personal computer' means a micro-

20 computer that is portable, costs less than $2,000, and

21 needs only an electrical outlet. for use; and

22 "(4) the term 'computer' means a microcomputer

23 or a personal computer.

t.
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1 "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

2 "SEC. 397. There is authorized to be appropriated to

3 carry out the provisions of this part $4,000,000 for the fiscal

4 year ending September 30, 1984. Sums appropriated under

5 this section shall remain available until September 30,

6 1986.".

14
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Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
This morning the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and

Vocational Education is conducting a hearing on H.R. 11;:.I. zi bill
introduced by our colleague. Torn Downey, to create National Cen-
ters for Personal Computers in Education.

The legislation authorizes million for support of one or more
centers to instruct stuk_lents and teachers in the use of computers
and to develop programs facilitating the zipplication of the comput-
ers in the schools.

We are pleased to have with us Congressman Tom Downey and a
panel of knowledgeable witnesses.

We welcome you here, Mr. Downey, and proceed any way you
prefer.

Mr. DowNEY. Mr. Chairman, 1 want to thank you very much and
I also want to thank my newest colleague from New York, Mr.
Ackerman, for coming as well. We are looking- toward to great
things from him in our delegation.

STATEMEN1 IION. TONI DOWNEY, . REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS F'1 ))I THE STATE Of' NEW YORK

Mr. DOWNEY. Mr. Chairman, there's no more powerful an idea
than an idea whose time has come, and I believe that H.R. 1134 is
such an idea. I appreciate the opportunity to testify on its behalf
today.

I have introduced this bill, which, as you mentioned, would pro-
vide for the creation of National Centers for Personal Computers in
Ed ucat ion.

The bill establishes a grant program to be administered by the
Secretary of Education. Recipients of the grant would operate the
Center for a 3-year period, after which they would report to the
President on the activities of the Center, together with recommen-
dations on ways to use personal computers to improve the educa-
tional system in the United States.

Personal computers are already being used in schools. A 19SO.
Office of Technology Assessment Survey indicated that one-half of
all public institutions on the secondary level, 11 percent of those on
the elementary level, and 19 percent of the vocational, special edu-
cation and other types had one or more computer terminals availa-
ble for student use.

Yet despite this :-tart, successful integration of computers into
the classroom is impeded by many obstacles. For example, few
teachers or administrators are trained in the instructional use of
computers or other electronic media. Unsound decisions in imple-
menting technology and selecting curriculum packages could be ex-
tremely costly to schools. Money has already been wasted, and po-
tential benefits could be lost. Further, exaggerated expectations or
a bad initial experience could lead to disillusionment with educa-
tional technology and to significant delays in its appropriate imple-
mentation.

H.R. 1134 attempts to help educators avoid these pitfalls. The 19
responsibilities of the ('enter listed in the bill all serve to achieve
two broad objectives: First, to operate a pilot project to build up
data and expertise on the best ways or integrating microcomputers

15
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into a classroom setting; and second, to act as a research and refer-
ence center for educators and libraries throughout the United
States.

I would like to touch on a few of the Center's functions so that
the committee has a clearer understanding of just how educators
would be helped. But first I want to emphasize that this bill is not
a public subsidy to schools to help finance the cost of installing
computers. Rather it could be viewed as a sort of Congressional Re-
search Service on computers for educators.

An extremely important role to be played by the National ('en-
ters would he to identify existing educational computer programs
and develop new education courseware. In the OTA Assessment
19S2 report entitled, "Informational Technology- and Its Impact on
Education, the lack of educational software was the most often-
cited barrier to current educational use of technology. The follow-
ing is a quote from t hp report:

An industry-sponsored study conducted in 19,11 identified some :lo-1 educational
,:ott ware developers. Alt hough those numbers would Cern to suggest that the educa-
tional courseware business is thriving, this is not the case There ip considerable
skepticism. especially within the software Industry, about the school market and its
potential Some: hardware and software firms have developed authoring systems for
use le educators, but commercial courseware now available does not meet many of
the needs of the local school systems.

As in the development of the TV program "Sesame Street-.
which I might add. Mr. Chairman, my 212-year-old daughter and
my 1-year-old son seem to thrive on exclusively. Federal support
can result in benefits that may not otherwise occur. The National
Center could be very helpful in reducing the risks that currently
inhibit major investment in quality courseware

Additionally, good software may be more forthcoming if' produc-
ers see a sufficient quantity of hardware in the schools to provide
them with a viable market.

A second major function of the centers will be to develop teacher
training materials. One of the biggest obstacles impeding the suc-
cessful integration of computers into schools is that teachers don't
understand computers. Many students know more about computers
because they play PAC-MAN at the arcade than their teacher will
ever know.

Widespread use of technology in the classroom requires that
teachers be trained both in its use and in the production of good
curriculum materials. Too few teachers are so qualified today. In a
recent NEA survey, Mr. Chairman, less than 20 percent of the
teachers had any computer training at don't need to tell you
in this committee that schools are already faced with a shortage of
qualified math and science teachers. You have already explored
that indepth.

Further the ()TA study indicated that there is little evidence
that the teacher training colleges in the United States are provid-
ing adequate instruction to new teachers in the use of information
technology.

A third role played by the National Center would he to monitor
and disseminate new materials in educational technology. The in-
formation industry is the fastest growing industry in the country

16



and keeping up with the new developments in the field is difficult,
to say the least.

"Scientific American--and I always love these analogiesstated
that if the aircraft industry had evoked as rapidly as the computer
industry over the last 25 years, a Boeing 7(i7 would cost $500 today
and it would circle the globe in 20 minutes on 5 gallons of fuel.

The dizzying speed of the computer industry's evolution can be
intimidating. Yet if the resources of a National Center were availa-
ble, educators could keep up with this change. It would also free
educators from being at the almost complete mercy of the vendor
for information about new developments.

I would also like to say a few words about how the National
Center For Personal Computers in Education fits into a bigger pic-
ture, one that every member of this committee is well aware of.

High tecli,iolog-y innovations, such as computers and industrial
robots, and the emergence of an increasingly service-oriente-1 econ-
omy will dramatically change the kind of employment opportuni-
ties available in the future.

This explosive growth in the high tech area has been likened to
the original Industrial Revolutionand with good reason. The un-
employed auto worker in Detroit, or a miner in Montane re the
woming signs of the volcanic shift from the smokestack stries

the emerging high technology economy. Training our young
people will be a necessary fact of life if the United States is to sur-
vive in an increasingly competitive world.

A recent Carnegie Mellon University Robotics Institute study
concluded that the simplest, first generation robots now in use
have the potential to replace about 1 million of the 9 million cur-
rently employed operating manufacturing workers.

The National Commission for Employment Policy's "Eighth
Annual Report" estimated that close to 55 percent of all workers in
1980 were involved in some kind of information-related occupation.
In 1981, when 10 million people were unemployed, 1 million skilled
jobs went unfilled.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that three of foul 'obs
will require some technical training beyond the high school level in
1990.

The following occupations were identified by the National' Com-
mission for Employment Policy as offering the best job prospects in
the futureindustrial robot production, energy technicians, indus-
trial-laser processing, genetic engineering, and bionic medical elec-
tronics.

It will be very difficult for those who lack related education and
training to find even entry-level jobs in automated industries.

Indeed, Mr. Chairman, just 20 years ago, those occupations were
unknown to the vast majority of Americans.

The NCEP report also stressed that automation is imperative to
the restoration of the country's industrial base. Our Nation's pro-
ductivity growth rate has been substantially shrinking since the
1950's from 7.9 percent in 1950 to a negative 0.7 percent in 1980.
Since growth in productivity is related to increasing skills of work-
ers, education and training is important to solving the productivity
problem.

21-966 0 - 83 3 17
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In many ways, I feel as though I am preaching to the converted.
The excellent work done by the Committee on Education and
Labor in fashioning the Emergency Mathematics and Science Act
indicates that vou share my views on the importance of improving
and updating the quality of American education.

The 1952 OTA study made four recom:nendations for Federal in-
volvement in stimulating the educational use of' technology. One of
these four recommendations was almost an exact description of the
National ('enters for Personal Computers in Education bill. I feel
that H.R. 1134 builds upon the base already laid by this committee
and your foresight, and that it could be an important part of an
effort prepare workeN for the future.

I thank you very much for listening to this statement.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you, Mr. Downey. I am person-

ally for your bill. But what type of agencies or institutions would
be eligible to receive these grants to set up computer centers?

Mr. DowNEY. Elementary and secondary schools and libraries
would be eligible.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, there is some evidence that shows that
students in richer school districts are more likely to be able to use
computers in schools than in, for instance, the rural Applachia sec-
tions and how would your bill help poorer school districts, and es-
peciidly poorer rural districts to make computers available to those
students?

Mr. DovvNF:Y. Mr. Chairman, there is nothing specific in this bill
that programs this money to be used in poor school districts over
wealthy school districts. One of the advantages of the bill, and one
of the things that we have seen, is that by providing across-the-
board the availability of this service, poorer school districts, whim
continue to have iess money, will not waste that money because
the computer center would hopefully be able to educate them prop-
erly.

Chairman PERKINS. It has been my observation in the wealthier
districts in my area that in some math classes in the elementary
and secondary schools, we .11ready have some computers and in the
poorer schools, it is t ur rd of. There is a discrepancy that we
would like to bridge some v. i agree with you that we need these
computers everywhere today.

Mr. DOWNEY. Mr. Chairman, if I might say, if you were to sug-
gest amendments to the bill to target more money and make these
centers more available to the -: of districts who need them more,
I think that would be completely compatible with my strong feeling
that the whole purpose of tnese Centers is to provide opportunities
to children. And as you correctly point out, those in wealthier
school districts usually nave more opportunities, so I don't see any-
thing incompatible with the committee effort.

Chairman PERKINS. In your opinion, the bill that you are han-
dling to create a center to train teachers and students in the use of
computers will accelerate to a great degree the use of computers in
many of the high schools and elementary schools throughout the
country'?

Mr. DowNEY. Yes, that's correct. It's axiomatic to point out at
this point that computers are here to stay and they will grow in
the school systems whether this bill is passed or not. Tile question

18
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is whether they grow properly or not and whether or not the
money issue is properly handled.

Chairman PERKINS. The S4 million that you propose is not going
to do the job to start to cover the country but do you think this will
serve as an incentive to ^ause the States and local school districts
to get inv& ed in a program of this type?

Mr. DOWNEY. I do, Mr. Chairman. You are goinp, to hear from
Dr. Ludwig Braun formerly from Stony Brook who is really one of
the fathers of this legislation. He will further testify as to the
amount. I serve on the Ways and Means Committee and before
that on the Armed Services Committee. The amounts we are deal-
ing with here are piddling compared to what I'm used to dealing
with and if it required more money it would naturally be some-
thing that I would support strongly.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Miller?
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let's just put the Ways and Means and Armed Services Commit

tees on notice that we've always been willing to pick those amounts
up and make sure they get recycled back into human services. I
want to congratulate and commend Mr. Downey for this legisla-
tion. I think that we have seen, ali of us have witnessed on this
committee, the rush toward embracing high tech as an answer t-
education, as an absolute necessi'..> and also the concern expressed
by many me nbers of this committee that we will end up spending
vast amounts on hardware, without either a suitable use of that
hardware being made and/or whether or not the software would be
of the quality so that we could start assuring schools that in many
instances are buying hardware through the use of bake sales and
car washes and everything else., that it would be put to a proper
use. I think that we're already starting to see some very disturbing
stories in the press of the computer that now sits idle, absent, per-
haps, some game playing, and is not meetings it potential in terms
of the students that it was designed to serve and I think that
whether it's a national center or some other proposal that might
evolve from this legislation, the dissemination and the quality con-
trols on courseware are going to be absolutely essential along with
some way of retraining teachers to embrace this.

I think they have now accepted that it was coming.
Mr. DOWNEY. Yes.
Iqr. MILLER. There was great resistance because of fear or what

have you. We have been here once before, a long time ago, with the
production of hardware for schools that ended up not being used.

Mr. DOWNEY. Yes, that's right. My own experience with my own
children and looking at this whole question of personal computers
and how I might have one for them and whether I should buy one,
is that you're really at the mercy, unless you're really an expert, of
what the vendor tells you these computers can do. This problem is
mu101ied for a school district who has to go out and may have the
money and decides, "Well, I'm going to buy the computers because
it's hippening," and they really don't have the vaguest idea how to
integrate them or to use them.

I think it's essential to make sure that that money, that bake
sale money, as you point out, George, is not wasted. I think it's ab-
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solutely essential. And I think the oppo-tunities for creativity are
really limitless with this sort of thing.

Mr. MILLER. I also share the chairman's concern. Again, there
was a recent account of which schools now have computers and it's
pretty clear that schools serving low-income populations, rural pop-
ulations, are simply left in the dust in the acquisition of both the
hardware and the software. I don't know exactly haw this national
center addresses that but there's got to be some equilibrium or
we're going to find out that the very children that the Federal Gov-
ernment has been most concerned about, the economically disad-
vantaged, are going to drop behind once again as we start to see
them piay catch up for the first time in 20 years.

Mr. DOWNEY. Well, the problem is even greater. We see evidence
of that in societies that are advancing right into the 21st century
and those that still plow fields with wooden plows. So I don't think
that there is anything compatible with the i(' :a that these things
should be available to everyone and that the committee should do
son ?thing extra to make sure that the poor school districts benefit
from this technology. I think that's essential.

Mr. MILLER. We hope we would give this legislation a great deal
of consideration because like everything else that we have done,
and with the science and math bill and that whole effort, there has
got to be some coordinated effort to assure quality and that people
are not going to end up buying something they can't use.

Mr. DOWNEY. I just wanted to share with the committee when I
introduced this legislation, I guess it was 5 years ago or 6 years
ago. It languished find no one dared to follow up on it. All of a
sudden it's almost like waking up and finding that I have won the
Irish Sweepstakes. Actually, if it passes it's probably a lot better
than winning the Irish Sweepstakes.

I thank my colleague from California.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you very much.
Mr. Ackerman, go ahead.
Mr. ACKERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think this is great

legislation and it probably is better than winning the Irish Sweep-
stakes. My concern is that $4 million in winnings in this case
really isn't sufficient when it's divided around. It's not really going
to make too many people happy.

I do want to echo the concerns that my colleagues have and we
ought to look at these school districts across the country that have
actually expressed some interest. We're going to be training the
students, the young people in our communities. We're goin; to be
training the youngsters in the wealthier school districts with the
newer technology, and I think we have a potential problem of cre-
ating a bigger dichotomy than we base today.

Mr. DOWNEY. Yes, that's right. I welcome you, Mr. Ackerman, to
the committee. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Downey. You're a
good witness.

We will hear from a panel now, Dr. Ludwig Braun, Dr. Kyo Jhin,
and Dr. Philip Speser.

We welcome you to the committee. We would be very glad to
hear from you first, Dr. Braun. As usual, we will include your
entire remarks in the record and you can summarize them.

[The prepared statement of Ludwig Braun follows:]

A 2u
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PR AHED STATEMENT OF PROF. Ll'OWItl BR A , COMPUTER SCIENt'E DEPARTMENT,
NEW' YORK I NST1Tt'TE OF fEctiNoLoGy

DOWNEY BILL TESTIMONYL. Braun, April 21 1983

Thank you Lr. Cnaltmcn and ::embets gi the Sucai0E.mttiee oo
et-t.-.Ly -ad Secondary Education for this opportunity to

express my view, on the Bill Deter,: you today.
I should liCe to

start Dy Lntrodecing mysel.

I. My Background

I am a Protossor of Elecirtcn1 Engtneeriag and Computer
Science uL The New York Institute ct TeCiln010Ay OE Long Island. Ihave devoted most ot my energy, In the past twenty years, to
..uvula{, guldIng, and supporting school people In tne area ofcomputers to education. Most ot my graduate students In the past
aecace nave been classroom teachers.

II. Are The Proposed Centers Nee,ssary?

The central questIon whIch must be considered witn respect totuts Bill is "Are tech Centers necessary?".
I would like to

suggest that the answer Is "yes", for several reasons, which I
cut line be low.

A. The Need

1. Scnool People Need Kelp

School people are In despora:e need of help In this
area. This is clear, in my personal observation, from the
nu.aber ot Invitattons which I and my colleagues around
the country receive to speak each year, from the number
0: letters and telephone calls each of us gets with
requests for help. and from the numuer of people
inrollia, In courses to try to catch up. In my case, I

:lave addressed auout 15,000 teachers and aurinIstrators
on Lne subject over ti,e past lour years on applIcattons

zomputers In educatIon.

Tuts hunger for help dial inior6ation aas spawned a
nLtwc,r ot volunteer-based support groups like the
National Institute for :ricrocomputer Based LcarnIng
LIMB L; to New York and the Computer Using Educators
iCUE) on tne West Coast, to name Just two. It also has
resuiteu in at least a dounitn,; of attendance each year
at sesstons on computers In education held at
?rotessiona, meettngs ot edecators.

2. in, States Have Not Respondeu

Tne seyeral. Staccs in cne tar aozaDie
e-ceptIon at ::laneSotd--have pot pruvtdeC Ctte gutdanue
waicn tar senool systems need, The proposed Centers can
provide tats ,;tlidance to the school systems as well as to
the re,10..s gnu State, which they serve.

21
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3. ..!_krs.g.ciaoa Of Resources

The CY re., ,ources, ouch Intel:occu: ...,a
3y seep Censers dramatically' increase.. the

;.vvi or ,r1 rocas, demonstrations, training
matertals,anci'dIssemraatton or thrormaLlon to the user

kamparea C., Inc present SILL14.11u, where e,Co
,Ci1001 CISIIICI works radopehdently, usually on

.esseatially the same problercs as many ctner districts.
The Cert,rs will be able to draw ou the small pool of
,;.perts aat:onally ,_o solve toe problems Id aa etticieiit

Fureien Ada Doca s Act Iv it les In Educ at loo m

Gt2mp_utr.1.;.

During tee period trop 1960 to 1974, the United
States liar,;e:y thraugn Federal agencies like NSF, NIE,
and the Office of Education) led th5 world in exploring
ways of using computers in the education or children. Our
,110rIS were so successful that theme was a steady stream
Cl visitors from all over the world to see what we were
aping and to learn about our m;staA.es,

These visitor:: cat- frum Australia, England, Japan,
Germany, Franc,, and Jugoslavia, and other countries. In
every case, the took careful notes and went bacs Lome CO
tr.plement rut lueas. The major result of tnse visits was
that essentially all the C,Irlt.rleS which v.sited now nave
aarive national prograi o bring computers ;lto tnerr
classrooms, and a nat:onal commitment to make computers
ubiquitous in thurr schools.

Great Britain Gas C.,:.MICC'e0 SZ5 million to
ce,elupment cf computers in education; France has
,Lcaairsed a "10,000 Microcaraputers to the Schools"
pragram wItalh watch thousands ut teachers already Nzwe

use ,OmputerS; Japan has an active
pruc;ran; Sw:rgerland nas many microcomputers in its

achOols; "ha, etoa aohlnd tae Ircn Curtain, there Is a

ect deol of actl,,iy, with JU,',oslavld being the most

The U1-. :tee States had the dge in educational
c mputraA ianu we st iii aol, but., because We have aot
recognized Lae Importance of this tool and have not made
:he natrodar commlcme:.: welch :oirows trum that
recJ,nrtio,;', we a:a in danger or losid that edme, and or

alac ta, race .or technolu4real readership.
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B. The Potential Impact

1. lace je coat Glants

As I av, outllauu In Inv dtto'Cn0d dApnr, :0054. a[ela
haVe potent.tai f,r LornIng our ohttarea 16.co
tncollectaul gtaet COMpALc0 to us adults-1. we USQ thec,
otseji_t_ fats is jut-.: as :tee Icr [nose woo ..ze "Vol.Li or
acaocmIcally weak (accordia; to trad/tIOnai measur,s/ as
it is :r those who are "Dr1,;ht." is; ts

ttdt students who are wr..c oeademieal,y
mo re trom computers tnan us those d1 otaer gild Ot Lae
spectrum,

There now is a great deal el evidence that
computers, applied late1114ently, :an
st;n1fteantly the rate of learning, the tstint of
learnteg, tile mutleactoa to learn, and toe retenttoa ol
Ide.s already learned, among students over Inc entire
..ge BI aotlIttes watch exist I Our schools.

The most precious treasure that we h,v, as a Nation
Is catid,en. 0, ,usc do Lvnlyinln, ne :AA CO
e t,sttre 1h-t all ol them achieve these pot utial To do
ca,cwIse is to squ.noer tat, resoar,c, well as 'teen.;
an:air to [nose anlior,n who now ore nett aohInd by the
"system".

2. Handlcapped PeOUIc

Be' aude computers now are very idespensive alto are
encrmously tlextble, we can provide support systems i,r
people wets. a vile variety of handle:tab so that comp,
tau, cot partictpate lolly in our society. The ollod can
read, the deal c-n hear, tne paralyeeu con walk, the

speakIt we 610 to M.,4e IL pons role. The
we :t-,noon Kurzweil Read in, Nachlae and work with
parar,le4les un 60 ninnies ,:ltd The Phil Daahae Show are
only fulo enamples of such pIcentiai.

Declaren,,, crItt n.ndlcapped antlren must ne
atnstreamed" Isn't mourn. 1[ will nIt Lake much ,oney

to -Cllieve tnese "atracles", out II ,ill take a rattunsi
commitment to achieve what is re-cnaole oo.

3. Tile "Haves" and the "Have -Rots"

Even though we -re Lae Wcd1CIIICS: .nation, ta the
o tae worlo, we still nave ',JUL: -mon; us,

Tie computer in exacerO.,cin; an dIre,,dy ,1
aecweer. cht;uren win .;row up 10 attIncn, 0AMOnIttn, And
tno.e ono ,:leut, up 1.11 poor ones. Even li one sets aside
toe quest:. tit I-11: Ans, and Inc quest lo C. w,.stc
pre.t,,us yOudg MIgo, We canna[ ignore the tvr:1010
;;002.dI pressure= union, arc puildta; up, oe e.0 iedc
some youat; people from access to me.ningtul and rewarding
careers. Ur otu&t mase certain that each cht:d h.s access
Co ca. new Lychlologies so that s /he can achieve
everything chat God intended for that child.

III. What Must We Do Now?

In order for the United States to maintain the lead which
our technological sails gave us In the 1.1[5t. place, II will be
necessary for us Cu make certain that our children develop theirmeetal obilifies to Cite maximum extent possible. That will happen
only ti we cake advantage of every tool tt.at will help teachers
Co help chelaren learn. Principally, we must make the at least
the sane level of commitment as a nation as have other countries.
H.R.1134 is an important step in that direction, but if is onlyone step of what Lust become a national program.
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I HAVE A BEEAn

by LudwiL; Braun

(pith sincere respect fir the late, great Dr. Martin Luther Kin;;, Jr.)

I. INTROD)CTIOb

I have a dream that, in the richest country, in the history of

munkind, we will recognize that our most precious resource is not our

oil, our water, or our iron ore, our industrial production and GNP, or

the strength ct our defensive forcesbut is our children, all of our

cnildren.

I cave a dream that this most blessed by God of all lands will make

tne national commitment needed to realize the potential of each child and

will make the commitment to using computers in the education ot all of

Our X.L.S, a commitment which already has been made by every other

reasonable nation in tne free world.

I have a dream that we finally will use computers in clever (rather

than peoestrian) ways to enhance the intellectbal development of all of

,ur kids. Unfortunately, we can perceive c%tent of this development

on'.v dimly.

Are the tne speculations of a zealot, or cf a feverea brain?

Pernaps, but toe potential fcr humanity of this cream is so enormous that

it mutt be considered seriously.

It is the purpose of this paper to identify some of the ways in

wiLa peeper computer drvironment will enrich thy learning e::periences

01 kids kfrom d,:cs 3 to 73) and to encourage a national commitment to the

acalcvement of the objective of realizing tne maxiu.un potential of each

individual (each of wnou is precious to society as a whole).

Lec mo :ell you aaout my drean.

t
\-/ 14
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II. SME CLEVE1L WAYS OF USING COnPUTERS WITH KIES

IL would oc presouptoous ut to attempt to list all of the ways in

wnich computers can be used co ,fenerLte new and exciting learnia,z,

euvirouLents, Ju: I snail describe at lc!ast a tew briefly.

Before we get into specifics on clever ways of using computers,

want to maKe one central point about. using cor.puLcrs in education. We

should use computers whenever they can enhance tne learuing experiebces

of kids, but we never, ever should use them to replace ditto stencils or

textbook pai,es! As we design courseware or look at material developed by

ethers, we must ask ourselves, "Can tits ue done as well in print?" It it

can, we nave a piece of pedestrian material, and we mould reject it.

Untorcunately, w.th too mucn of the present commercially available

courseware, the answer is "Yes"!

Let us turn our atLention now to some oi tne ways Co wnicn computers

= .are beia used ettectively to create excitin6 and effective learning

euvlionmen S tor Kids.

A. Game Playing

L Ime

Game pli,ying Is cunsiderec oy Sore to De waste CL the

of the children involved and a waste of: precious computer

resources. While I shall nut attempt LO defend the space-wars

games (even though thcy arc fietensibie in at least some

circumstances), ,I ay. not 10 tgnorc toe enously

vaiuble learning L.DeVler.LeS are poSsiefe kitn a properly

developed ,Lame.

The putential of inntasy and anvcnturc ;aues for

cleve:opinA prootem-solvo,, skills

21-966 0 - 8) - 4

is tar^ely fulex'ploren, but
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their basic technique of presenting the "player" with choices

and with t :lite resources tortes that person to make decisions

whose level of conplexity is significantly higher than that of

the typical word problem used in an algebra course. Perhaps

students actually will want to learn problem-solving techniques

i tney are allowed to enjoy the learning process.

More generally, if a learning experience is embedded in a

sometimesgame, students the levelare motivated far beyond

they e;.pect of themselves. One excellent example of such a game

is "Green Globs," which was developed by Sharon Dugdale and her

colleagues at the University of Illinois. In this game,

students deve'op surprising skill at constructing polynomials

with specific characteristics.

Some people think of the term "game" as a pejorative one.

It need not be so. Games that teach are perfectly

acceptable--indeed, they are desirable as part of the total

learning environment of the student. They even demonstrate that

learning can be fun, after all.

B. Word processing

One of the major failings of our educational system is the

inadequate way in which we train our young to write. One reason

for this inadequacy is tnat writing is perceived (correctly) by

most students as a chore. Writing has two parts: the

development of a set of ideas to convey. to someone else; and

the mechanical transcription of these ideas onto paper. The

tirst is tne interesting (and intellectual) part; the second is

a chore -yet we seem to concentrate, in our instruction, on the

%A 26
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r.eceanics. It is these very mechanics that turn most people off

to writing.

FortuLately, with the advent of inexeensive, yet powertul,

word processors tor all of the major .1icros (complete word

processing systems that are effective with children can be

purchased currently for as little as 51,000), we now are in a

position to eliminate the tedious part of writing and permit

our students to participate in the joyful part of writing. In

ray opinion, word processing will be perceived, in the future,

as one of the most important applications of computers in

learning environments.

C. Discovery Learning

One area in which the computer offefs special capabilities

is in discovery learning--learning where the student builds

understanding (here, I mean gutlevel, intuitive understanding)

of a subject by direct, personal exploration. We build a

significant amount of such learning into cur educational system

uy providing laboratories in high school and college science

courses, out do very little in this direction in the social

sciences or in mathematics. One way of looking at computers (a

way suggested to this author many years ago by Dr. Wilifam

Huggins of Johns ropkins University) is to think of them cs

:traps of clay, which we can mold to suit our desires, or as a

universe, which we can create with any set of rules we wise co

define. If we wish to have randomness, it is there; it we wish

to leave it out for pedagoLic reasons, we do so. We may or may

nut have friction (linear or nonlinear); any Ar;,vitaliunal law

27
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we wIsn; any str)ply-uemana relationship we want; heneclian or

non-Mendelian genetics; a political system that is democratic

to and degree we wish; populations with reproduction and

mrrcality rz.cus that we determine; or patients with any disease

comple;:es we want our students to explore.

In the natural and social sciences, such ulscovery

learning experiences that are implemented in a computer are

called simulations. They permit students to ask "what if"

questions. There is substantial evidence that such experiences,

in supplementation of, or in place of, real-world experiences

can enrich learning significantly. Simulations arc useful

whenever the real world is inaccessible uecause 01 time,

complexity, danger, or expense. They are used in some

environments to prepare students to conduct real-world

experiments (this was done very effectively, for example, with

the training of the astronauts in the Apoll', Program).

Discovery learning through computers has equal merit in

mataemztics instruction. Many students are disenchanted

prematurely with matnematics by the essentially theoretical

nature of conventional instruction in the subject. There has

been little exploration of discovery learning in matnematics,

especially at the higher grade levels, but it seers likely that

a student whu discovers the convergence of some function to a

limit will understand concepts in calculus more thoroughly than

most students now do. A student who has the opportunity to

experiment with prooanilistic phenomena in a carefully designed

computer simulation will ha,,e a better intuitive grasp of the

phenomena that occur in a. queue than will a stuuent who is

28
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instructed only in the axioms of probaoility, or who picks

black and white balls out ot urns (,..s 1 did when I was a

student). A student yno can explorL! the shape Of a graph as a

function of the parameter values or oi the nature of the

relationships amen.; variables is likely to have a neeper

understanding of concepts like maximum, minimum, point of

inflection, function, etc., than a student wnose only

eiLperience is in the conventional mold;

D. Information Processing

Most pepple think of computers as devices that co

computations. That is true. of course, in a sense; howtver, in

a much broader sense, computers are information processors

(with numbers being only one kind of information which want

to process). Modern microcomputers, operating in a stand-alone

mode, or communicating with a larger machine over telephone

lines, permit us to access and manipulate large data bases and

to carry out e;:plorations of intormation that are far beyond

the capabilities of almost every one avz.ilable only a couple of

years ago. Our auilicy co access Compunet, Medlars,

stock-market laformation, Teletex, The Source, and other such

intormatlon systems, is just at the early stages of

development, out the -ate 01 growth of sucn data bases and the

increasin,; ease of access to these sources of iatormat ion

comoined witn decreasing costs SW6AeSr tact rOIS moue of

utilization will become very important to us all la the very

near future. One can't help but speculate that the

"cocyciopeui;," salesperson of future will cry to sell eager
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parents a subscription to a data base system designed for

students, rather than a set of books which are static in their

knowledge base.

E. Computer Programming

Computer programming is widely thought of as a superb

vehicle tur developing problem- solving skills and for

developing intellect. The extensive writings on this subject by

Dr. Alfred Bork of the University of California at Irvine, Dr.

Arthur Luehrmann of Computer Literacy, and Dr. Andrew Molnar of

the National Science Foundation illuminate this application far

better than I could, and, so, I shall refer the reader to them

for elaboration.

Probably three quarters of all the instructional computer

time used in pre-college schools is used to teach programming,

so it appears to be unnecessary to argue that this mode is

important. There is, however, one point that needs to be made

on this subject. There ar,. many who argue that this or that

language is the only one that we should use." I even have

heard people say that they would rather that kids didn't iearn

programming at all rat'cer than have them learn to program in

BAST1C or some other language. In my opinion, the important

thing tnbt we must do is to teach students proper programing

concepts and techniques--regardless of tne language used.

StuoeoLs who learn to program well in any given language have

had a tar richer learning experience than students without that

cxpcsure.

(
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F. Handicapped Kid.

In tny past, handicapped is have been shortchanged by

our educational system, largely because it wasn't possible,

witnin a reasonable budget, to provide good learning

environments tor these kids. Fortunately for these kids, and

for all of society (which stands to benefit from the

contributions of these kids), the advent of the inexpensive,

but powerful, microcomputer has changed the picture here in

sometimes dramatic ways.

Dr. John Euhlenberg at Michigan State University has used

computers to provide a mechanism for artificially ploducing

speech for students with cerebral palsy. These students have

been able to communicate in a normal manner with others and, in

some cases, have been able to succeed in a university program

wnere speaking is required.

Mrs. Judith Beckerman, of the Commack School District on

Long Island in New York, has had dramatic success with her

junior nigh learning disabled students; she has provided them

with access to word processing. These students, who previously

had dreaded going to school, now are e;:cited about school, and

many are planning to go on to college.

In the spirit of this paper, it may be better if I

describe some of the ways in which computers can help

handicapped kias, rather than co cite additicnal examples of

such applications. The modern nicrocomputer can provide a voice

tor :nose who cannot speak. It can (with appropriate additional

circuitry) permit students wilo cannot move their fingers, hands

or .in:., co "strike" the keys of a computer keyooard. It can

31.
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(to a limited degree--with continuously expanding horizons)

"hear" tor those who are deaf. It can "see" for those who are

blind. There is no handicap of which I am aware that cannot be

overcome by clever, caring people who are provided with funds

dna support through the medium of the microcomputer.

Imagine a cerebral palsied person, or a person with other

neuromuscular disorders, being able to play music and even
Cr

create music, although that person cannot nit the keys of a

piano or operate the valves of a clarinet. Imagine such a

person being able to create a "pointing" or other piece of

visual art.

Imagine a person wno cannot see who, nunutheless, can

"read" laboratory instruments or who can read a book off the

shelf of a library (as is possible now with the Kurzweil

Reading Machine).

All of these things and more are possible with existing

technology. We need only to make the commitment of resources

dna time to reap the enormous benefit to be expected of

tulfilled human beings who are able to accomplish more than

anyone would have dreamt possible a few years ago. Much already

has been accomplished without funding. If adequate funding were

available, we could accomplish miracles.

G. Music and Visual Arts

\ dimension of riuuer computers in eoucation clu.t Lew

people yet recognize is that of expanding the horizons Ji young

people (and even some of us oldsters) in music and the visual

..rts. Capabilities that, until recently, were available only on
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very large, very expensive computers, now are availaole on

machines tnat rust less than $400.

As in writing, making music requires two components of

talent--cerebral and mechanical. Most of us have the cerebral

ability to make music (we all have had the experience of having

melodies run throu6h our minds), but most of us have some

difficulty with the mechanical aspects of music (the generation

of rhythm, the spanning of sets of keys on a piano, the

formation of precise notes on a trumpet, etc.). This is

especially true: among young children who do not yet have

well-definea motor skills and who have trouble with the timing

control required; among handicapped people with physical or

neuromuscular difficulties; with our elderly whose reflexes are

slowed down and whose joints may not work well anymore; and

with the legions (like me) who just do not have these skills.

All such people have been denied the pleasure of making music

with anything but a radio or a record player, until now.

With computers as inexpensive as the Atari 400, the VIC

20, and the Radio Shack Color Computer, it now is possible for

anyone to learn how to make music--indeed, to experiment with

creaLln& music.

With these computers (and many others), it is possibie to

tell the computer which notes you wish it to play, in what

order, anu now long to hold each note. This can be done as

slowly as the user requires, since the computer stores the

notes in its memory until Instructed to play them. At that

point, :re computer plays notes and cnoras as the "player"

desires. The player doesn't have to be able to form the notes
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as in a wind instrument, or be able to generate the timings

that are central to the rhythm of the piece. All of these are

taker care of by the computer as long as tne player has entered

the instructions pruperly.

It even is possible for the user co speclty the overtones,

atta k, sustain, and decay, note by note to create music on aay

"instrument" of his or her choice, whether that instrument is a

real instrument like the piano or the clarinet, or some

instrument which does not exist in the real world. '.;learly,

such power will enormously expand the horizons of people who

have musical talent, but it also opens a musical world to large

numbers of people who never will play prof!ssionally, but who,

nonetheless, will have a much enriched musical experience.

Similar experiences await us all in the visual arts. Many

of us, as parents, were proud of our youngsters when they first

were able to color in a coloring book and successfully stayed

inside the lines. Most people never go much beyond that level,

partly, at least, because they do not possess the mechanical

skills required to convert their mescal images into brush or

pencil strokes. With relatively inexpensive computers it now is

possible tu create multicolor visual images with adequate

definition for must purposes. Within a few years, we will be

able to :.fiord to provide computers that will be able to

generate images which rival paintings in detail and which will

give us all access to the pleasures aow reserved to the truly

talented. Again, the very young, the infirm, the handicapped,

and those of us who "just don't have it" will De able to

express ourselves visually in ways .rot upen to us aow.
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ny remarks in the preceding paragrapns snould not be

construed to imply that I think that we all will become

artists, nor that there will no longer be a need tLr a

Rembrandt or a Heitetz. I merely wish to suggest that these

marvelous machines will open new opportunities ior us all to

enjoy and to appreciate the arts in a different way and to a

different extent than ever was pos.ible when tne vast majority

of us were relegated to the role of mere spectators in the

world of the arts.

H. Very Young Kids

I frequently am asked by parents and by teachers, "At what

age should children be exposed to computers?" I am no expert in

early childhood development; however, I feel very strongly that

no child is too young to be exposed to a computer who can

reliably strike the keys on the keyboard. We already have

computers that can talk and that can recognize spoken words,

even though only to a limited extent at this time. We currently

are able to permit inputs using light pens and digital tablets,

which also permit very early access to a computer. When these

capabilities are improved, even "piekeyboard" children will be

able to profit tram Computer use. It fact, while this paper

was being written, Nattei Toys introduced Teach Learn

Computer, a system geared for children ages; tnree to eight,

which uses a touchsensitive panel with colorful overlays.

The current avaiiabilty of Seymour Papert's LOCO language

on inexpensive microcompuiers otters us the'exciting pussibiity

OL permitting very young children to begin developing
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programming ability and, perhaps more importantly, to have

early discovery learning experiences In mathematics. The

potential of these kinds of learning environments for the

intellectual developmetv; of these children is enormous.

How strongly do I believe these things? Stongly enutfot

that my two youngest grandchildren, Ricky and Christopher, were

exposed Co meaningful computer experiences before they started

In school--strongly enough that my youngest grandchild

Katharine, will have access to Computers very early in her
L.

lite, probably for her second birthday'.

The generation of just-born children is the first of the

new save ot'yhtellectual giants (by present standards), and my

grandchildren will be among them.

I. Girls and Computers

One of the largest untapped human resources that we have

in the United States is or women. This situation is changing,

but too slowly, especially in the quantitative disciplines

(engineering, mathematics, etc.). The reasons for this are

complex and Involve social as well as educational matters. It

does seem to me that proper exposure of young women (probably

In elementary school) to meaningful computer experiences of the

surf which I have described in the preceding paragraphs will

provide the kind of Internal assurance tnat many of these young

women need to overcome all the pressures that push them away

from mathematics.

In many scnools where computers currently are .1vallaole to

students, mostly males cluster around the computers. We must
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cake serious efforts to change this, perhaps by having special

sections of courses which are open only to girls, or by

encouraging their parents to provide computers at home when

this is possible within the family's finances.

The friendliness of computers and their unbiased approach

(when programs are designed properly) will encourt.ge girls to

break out of their stereotypical roles and to wove into

disciplines that they currently consider to be out of reach.

Such a change of attitude will enrich us all.

J. Poor Kids

I am frightened by one aspect of my dream--the e::elusion

of poor kids from participation. All over the United States,

schools in well-to-do communities are being equipped with large

numbers of computers. At [Fe same time, In these communities,

parents are purchasing microcomputers for their children to use

at home. These' children surely will grow into- [tie emergine

Information Society and will participate in it fully:

Unfortunately, there are many other children who are not

so fortunate. They live in.Appalachia, Harlem, Watts, and lots

of other economically deprived areas. Their schools do not have

enough money to inc)ude Computer purchases in their budgets,

and their parents cannot provtoe computers In their homes.

These children will be left behind by Lite Ic,formation Society

and, in their frustration, will generate enormous social

ourest.

Aside from the questiou of social equity and our desire to

avoid aoctai unrest, there is the serious question or a waste
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of another Precious human resource in our great land--the waste

of the lives of all these young.people without the resources to

break out of their trap.

Because of the dimensions of this problem and.. because it

transcends state boundaries, we must address it at the national

level. We ignore these children at the peril, and to the shame,

oi us aii.

II. OtiRL RESOURCE

It is hard to believe that an argument must be made that our

:hildren are our most precious resource, but our present economic and

>olitical environment suggests that many do not appreciate this (to me)

ibvious fact. Clearly, the leaders of tomorrow currently are in our

:lassrooms. We must, above all else, give these children the best

!ducation of which we are dapable.

The leaders of the countries with which we are most seriously

:ompeting (Japan, Russia, and Germany) all realize this and have made

iignificant commitments of national resources to achieve this objective.

le can see it in their curricular structure, as well as in their

:oumitment of tunds, on a per-capita basis, to educati.4 their young.

As part of their commitment to this goal, each of these countries

and many others, as well) has established national:: based and

lationally funded efforts to bring computers into their classrooms and

into the learning environments of their young people.

We, in the United States, have provided a significant part of The

expertise that has gone into the planning efforts of these other

cations -- usually et no cost to them. I and many of my colleagues all over

:he United States have been visited by dele,ntions from many foreign
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countries. All these visits have had the purpose of learning about our

successes and our failures. These teams bave bone home ana have

implemented programs based on these visits and haste begun to pull

significantly anead of us in computer applications in learning

environments, while we, as a nation, have essentially ignored the

wonderful learning environments achievable in a computer. As just one

example of the unenlightened environment in which we exist, hae .feed look

only at the dismantling of the science education group at the National

Science Foundation. This group has played a major role in ',ringing this

country to its position of world wide, leadership in educational computing

and was at the beginning of a new thrust into explorations of this

learning medium that 'would have pushed the boundaries still further

torward, when it was essentially totally dissolved.

The field still is young enough that it needs altruism, rather than

profit, to provide the principal thrust tar its future directions. It is

poorly enough defined that we cannot depend upon the comLercial

marketplace to decide what kinds of materials teachers need and what

kinds of experiences will be the richest for kids.

Since profit levels still are small, the private sector is nol able

to commit to the level of funding required to address the issues involved

in providing computer accessibility for our children--nor are the

individual states able to proviae this accessibility since they lack the

reqources, both in funds and in people. The only reasonable solution is

fu: the tederai 'government to reassume its leadership role in this area.

Are we, as a nation, ready to make this national commitment to bring

computers into the hands of our cnildren in effective ways--not only on

their behalt but for our country? Only time will tell, out tot

GI my four ,;ranuchildren atiti '.ours, 1 nopc so!



Computers in Learning Environments--An Imperative for the 1980s

I. The Computer and Education

The computer has had a role in education in the United States for two

decades. Until recertly its role has been a minimal one for a number of

reasons. Among these reasons are:

A. The lack of adequate amounts of high-quality courseware.

B. A lack of training among teachers and administrators in the use: of

computers in education.

C. The cost of providing computing, which frequently has been far be-

yond the budget even of the very interested school.

Because of the advent of LSI technology in this country, the last inhibi-

tory factor above has been decreased dramatically. It now is postible for

schools to buy quite powerful microcomputp at prices in the order of 5500-

1,000, with the possibility that, within the next five years, these costs will

decrease by a factor of two. Now that the cost of computing is within the

reach of most schools, there is an urgency to the elimination of the Other

two principal ,naibitors cited above.

There are several compelling arguments in favor of immediate and dramatic

intervention in our educational system in order to take advantage of the many

benefits which the computer can contribute. Among these compelling arguments

are

A. Our educational system is widely perceived as being unsatisfactory.

Among the indicators which lead to this feeling of dissatisfaction

are:

1 The significant increases in the number of dropouts (in Mew

York City, e.g., more than 10', of students drop out before

graduating from high school).
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2. An increase in the number of students who are below their grade

level. Frequently such students fall further and further behind

the longer they stay in school. This may be a contributing causr

of increased dropouts.

3. Declining SAT scores and increasing numbers of failures in state-

wide tests such as Regents examinations.

4. Decrease in average daily classroom attendance among students

currently enrolled.

5. Unacceptably high levels of youth unemployment, especidly among

minority youths.

6. Continuing decline in the education of our students in the sci-

ences as measured by the recent NAEP studies as well as those of

the National Research Council and the National Science Foundation.'

In a September 17, 1979 excerpt from Education Daily, it is

noted that the whole question of scientific literacy is a problem

for the country. The National Assessment of Educational Progress

report shows a decline in science knowledge in school children

of all ages and points out that in the nine-year-old group on a

national basis, some 65,000 fewer of this group could answer the

typical science questions in 1973 compared to 1970, while 70,000

fewer of the seventeen-year-old group could answer science ques-

tions correctly in 1973 than they could in 1970.

7. Increased concern about spiralling costs incurred by the require-

ment to "mainstream" handicapped students, as well as by intro-

duction of programs for gifted children and.children with learning

disabilities. All of these problems are exacerbated by the gen-

eral lack'of training among teachers in dealing with these srecial

dtudcnts.
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3. Unacceptable levels of failure in state-mandated competency

tests for high school graduation.

In each of the indicators of need cited above, there is evidence that

the computer can provide assistance to the teacher in addressing these needs.

Such assistance typically is not available otherwise.

It was not possible, within the constraints of time and finances, to do

a complete literature search to support the contention above that the computer

can help in improving our educational system; however, some major items of

evidence will be mentioned in the paragraphs below.

With respect to increasing attendance as a result of the use of the com-

puter, two stuaies may be cited--one dealing with secondary schools in the

District of Columbia (1) and the other dealing with community colleges in

Ontario, Canada (2). A finding from the secondary schools in the District

of Columbia was that at a tax cost to the public of $8.43 per student day,

there' was an increase in student attendance across the three pilot schools

totaling 530,790 (from daily attendance revenues). This was based upon only

700 students in the pilot program. Extrapolating this to the proportion for

the total number of students in all secondary public schools in the District

of Columbia (approximately 24,000 students), conceivably such a productivity

gain would be on the order of SI million per year. In the case of the com-

munity college system in Ontario, r e use of the computer lowered the attri-

tion rate or, conversely, increased the attendance rate of students in remedial

or basic math from a dropout rate of 50t with traditional instruction, to a

rate of only 20 attrition with the CAI math. In terms of a dollar's gain or

cost-productivity gain index, the amount of money per year on a province-wide

bais is 39,600,000. The value of these two studies is that they demonstrate

that use of the computer to aid instruction can result in a substantial gain

in use of the tax dollar to education.
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Other indicators come from a series of reviews on the value of CAI for

achievement and time to learn in elementary and secondary education, in par-

ticular the basic skills of math and language arts. For example, Vinsonhaler

and Bass (3) reviewed a series of elementary education drill-and-practice

programs 'ich compared the use of CAI to traditional instruction. Their

finding was essentially that augmenting classroom instruction with CAI pro-

vides superior performance on SAT or MAT standardized tests. Other reviews

of the literature include that by Jamison, Suppes and Wells (4) and another

by Edwards, Norton, Taylor, Weiss and Van Dusseldorp (5), both of whiCh sup-

port the notion that supplementary instruction with CAI led to higher achieve-

ment that occurred in traditionally taught students. In addition, the HumRRO

project (1) found that in consumer math, the use of the computer to augment

an already individualized course of instruction provided a significantly

higher achievement record for the slower students over the 50-,J led faster

students. In this case, prior grade achievement scores and intelligence were

unrelated to the achievement within the consumer math course. Rather, the

use of the computer provided the basis for their improved scores.

The most recent review of the effectiveness of the use of the computer

(6) yields similar results; that is, when the computer is used to aid instruc-

tion in the elementary and secondary school level, the achievement and/or the

time reduction to learn materials is significantly improved. This covers the

skills in elementary mathematics and in the language arts.

An additional review of 32 studies in simulation and adaptiye testing pro-

vides further support for the notion that computer-based education can be an

improvement over conventional educational methods. This study (7) performed by

HumRRO for the Office of Technology Assessment: is summarized in Table I. The

z.
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TABLE I

THIRTY-TWO STUDIES OF COMPUTERIZED SIMULATIONS AND TESTING

Source Time saved Coat saved
Ouster

effictancy
improved

aklns

Proviwon of
training no,
4orinnousiei

available
S Abernathy and McBnoe. 1979 . .
S Allen, 1978.
T Bow w at. 1977 0
S llama. 1975 . .. - .
S brown et al.. 1977 0 . .
S Brown. 1977 0
T Brown and Wean. 1977
S Buchanan. 1978 .
S EVIL 1979 . . _ .
S Gregory. 1975 . - .
T Guerra at al.. 1977 0 .
T Manson et al.. 1974 .
S Johnson. 1976. 0 0 0 .
T 1.10Oev and Panos. 1976. .. 0 0
T McLain and Wassws. 1975. 0 . .
S Nilsson and CaoHimvpcn. 1979 - - - - -

(Conventartal
S MOCI;ovall et al.. 1974

.
-

superior)
S Orianskv ano SInng. 1977 .
5 Pig. 1976

Tanks 0 0 0 -
Aircraft carver . 0 .
Weapons framer . .
Air traffic Controller . 0 . -
Automobila 0 . . -
Aorbome ECN system . ir 7 -

S botwns. 1977 . . .
7 S41741a, 1975. 0 . 0
T VAIN. 1977 . .
S Mho/. 1975

OartrnOutr. . 0
Oti.o State . - . - .
tinnersihr of Wiscomun 0 - . .
UnnersitY of tihno.k 0
University of Michigan .

Totals a 27 zit 29
I 2

0 a 4 12 2 0

3 sr sem...20
Hating

00.11.0.1
who...v. *MM..

CI 00 MOON

=ACE ammo woormai. tr..a Cftwartaw

Source'

1
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majority of these studies shows savings in learner time to complete a course

of study (as much as 50% savings), greater efficiency in terms of achievement

Per unit of time, improved skills and provision of Instruction not previously

available by the conventional method. As noted in the review, the studies

cut across all levels of education and include training as well.

B. Because we are moving into an information age and because computers

are becoming ubiquitous in our society, it is essential that we develop a

computer literate society. Licklider (8) makes the observation that:

The world is rapidly moving into the information age. In

order to make the transition wisely and well, the public
must understand information science and technology. People
must master the technology or be mastered by it.

Molnar (9) comments:

A nation concerned with its social needs and economic growth
cannot be indifferent to the problems of literacy. If we are
to reap the benefits of science-driven industry, we must de-
velop a computer-literate society.

C. Computers will move into our homes and our schools whether soyone

does arything to ensure their effective use.

Thi contention is underscored in a recent survey (10) by Creative Strate-

gies, Inc., a market research firm, which indicated that school purchases of

microcomputers will quadruple in the four years between 1978 and 1982. Their

Projections are that the unit purchases by schools on a national basis will

grow from 26,700 in 1978 to 105,000 in 1982. Secondly, the estimates are that

70% of the demand will originate in elementary and secondary schools. Thirdly,

a justification for the use of the microcomputer as opposed to the maxi-computer

(i.e., the large time-sharing computer) according to their survey, is based

uoor decreased cost and increased -ase of use. The PLATO system (the major

one that is being marketed as a system today in the maxi-computer field for

education) costs $10,000 per terminal and roughly SBOO a month additional for
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usage fees. A typical microcomputer system costs in the range of S500-2,500,

depe' ing upon the peripherals which are purchased with it.

It is imperative that computers enter our educational system in an or-

derly, intelligent manner in contrast to our experience with TV. In its in-

fancy, TV offered educators an excellent learning tool. Unfortunately, we

did not capitalize on its potential, and it was dominated by commercial inter-

ests znd became the "wasteland" many people decry. Massive efforts by PBS

with series like "Nova" and the: Children's Television Workshop with "Sesame

Street," although excellent demonstrations of the role that TV could play in

education, have little overall impact because of the entrenchment of commer-

cial interests.

If the educational community (including federal agencies and private

foundations interested in education) does not move forcefully and soon to en-

sure proper support for teachers and students in making intelligent use of

personal computers, computers will become the "wasteland" of the 1980s, being

used for playing more and more sophisticated versions of Star Wars() games,

instead of helping our young people to develop their intellects to the fullest

extent possible.

0. Inequality of opportunity across the spectrum of our society.

For a wide variety of reasons, young people from our lower socio-economic

levels currently do not obtain the same benefits from our educational system

as do their contemporarieS in middle- and higher-income communities. Already

schools in the latter category are purchasing personal computers in large

numbers (in several Long Island school districts, e.g., there is at least one

oersonal computer in each elementary school), while inner -city schools are

unable to find the funds to participate in this 'revolution."
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Every fear which goes by widens the gap in preparation between the young

people in these two groups at social, human, and economic costs which cannot

be tolerated in a modern democratic society.

E. Our present educational system is a mature industry which cannot be

improved even with massive infusions of funds.

The urgency of the need of our educational system for help is presented

very effectively by Dr. Dustin Heuston, Chairman of the World Institute for

Computer Aided Teaching.(11) He points out that:

1. Our current educational delivery system is mature--i.e., it is

insensitive to additiona' investment. He feels that the system

cannot be improved without the dramatic change producible only with

new technologies.

2. The current educational delivery system provides about 15 seconds

of personal attention per hour, and that proportion, with computers,

can reach almost 100%.

3. He describes an intersting analogy which is instructive for all edu-

cators: "If this were 1478, the business of foundations and govern-

ment would be to encourage the introduction of the book into the

educational system, not to work with monks in monasteries to improve

their manuscript production abilities by funding studies on handwrit-

ing legibility, the placement of candles for lighting, or the design

of better pens or superior ink."

4. After many years of expensive efforts to improve teacher produc1tivity

and other aspects of the educational system, the system seems to

have achieved its maximum effectiveness.
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II. What Must We Do?

The evidence is favor of placing computers in our schools in massive

numbers already is compelling, and is growing stronger every year. In addi-

tion, there is dangr that we will lose our world leadershiL in this field.

Most of the countries represented at the IFIP Wen-king Conference on Computer

Assisted 'earning in September 1979 have a national effort in place to bring

computers into their schools. (France, e.g., has a program called Ten Thousand

Computers in the Schools.)

Dr. Sylvia Charp, of the Philadelphia School System, points out that,

for at least a decade, visitors have come from many foreign countries, learned

about our successes and failures, and have gore home to implement programs of

their own. Especially within the past three to five years, these programs

have been national in scope and have been funded at significant levels. Dur-

ing this same period, little funding has been available in the United States

for such activities, and what has been available has had no focus.

Despite this lack of national commitment, there are a number of active

efforts around the United States, including:

1. Bob Albrecht (the Dragon and Friend of Children), who is well an

his way to turning Menlo Park, California, into Computer Town U.S.A.

2. Ms. Karen Billings and her Microcomputer Resource Center at Columbia

Teachers College, which provides advice and hands-on experience for

New York area educators.

3. This author and Ms. Jo Ann Comito and their Laboratory for Personal

Computers in Education, which has been in existence for five years

providing advice for educators nationally and which has developed

a graduate program in computers in education, as well as a large

number of courseware units.
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4. Sylvia Charp, the "grand lady" of educational computing, who has

more experience with the real world of computers in education than

anyone else in the world.

5. Tom Dwyer, who, for over a decade, has been developing novel

ways of using computers to provide learning environments for

our young people.

6. Judy Edwards of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory in

Portland, Oregon, who recently recei,ed a federal grant to estab-

lish a clearinghouse for microcomputer-based courseware.

7. Joyce Hakansson of Children's Television Workshop in :onjunction

with the Busch Gardens People is developing neighborhood parks

with microcomputer halls to make such equipment easily accessible

to children.

8. Arthur Luehrmann of the Lawrence Hall of Science, who has developed

a variety of innovative ways of using microcomputers in a museum

setting.

9. The staff of the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium, which

has established a statewide network of microcomputer users and has

developed a large library of courseware.

la: Seymour Papert (the father of the LOGO language), who is conducting

an exciting experiment with a group of children who are in an environ-

ment where each child has instant access to a personal computer at

home and at school.

11. Michael Zabinski, who runs a summer overnight camp where kids learn

about computers.

12. Karl Zinn of The Center for Research on Learning and Teaching at

the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, who serves as a source of

information, courseware, and advice to school people all over the U.S.
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Although each of the groups cited above is making important and continu-

ing contributions to the field and although there is an informal communica-

tions channel among these people, there is no national focus and, in toto,

inadequate funding to accomplish the tasks which must be carried out to achieve

the goal of improving education using the computer.

The essential problem here is that the private sector (publishers and

comouter manufacturers) is unwilling to commit resources at the level required

because the market hasn't developed sufficiently to ensure profitability in

courseware production; but until courseware is developed in sufficient quanti-

ties, school people are unwilling to commit their resources to the provision

of computing power for their students--thus establishing a ".icious cycle"

which will dissipate very slowly unless there is substantial intervention.

Because of the magnitude of funding required to develop a market of sufficient

size that the private sector will take over, such funds must come from the

federal government.

This problem was recognized a decade ago, and efforts have been under

way for several years to obtain federal funding to establish one or more

national centers for computers in education. The earliest of these arose

as a set of recommendations by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education

in 1972 (12), while the most recent is a bill (13) introduced into the House

of Representatives by Long Island Congressman Thomas Downey.

Such national centers will serve the educational community by:

1. Keeping abreast of developments in information technology.

2. Advising educators about capabilities and limitations of hard-

ware and-courseware.

3. 'raining teacners in the 'uses of computers in learning environments.

5t)
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4. Developing large amounts of high quality courseware and training

teachers to develop their own.

A serious look at the levels of effort required to accomplish these purposes

at a significant level reveals that funding levels of these centers must be

$1m-3M per year.

In the present economic climate, such sums appear to be difficult to

obtain, but when we weigh them against the cost to individuals and to the na-

tion of loss of educational opportunity and inadequate intellectual development

of many of our young people, the choice is clear.
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STATEMENT OF DR. LUDWIC BRAUN. OFFICE OK INSTRUCTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT. NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, OLD
WESTBURY. N.Y.

Dr. BRAUN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I'm really pleased to be here today. Let me just sav that I've

been working for 20 years toward this kind of thing. I have been
running around the country telling teachers about what computers
can do for their kids and I really am pleased that I'm able to be
here today.

I also am delighted to hear the expression from the committee of
concern for people from disadvantaged areas. I'd like to suggest
that item 4 of the 19 items specifically deals with that issue and I
think that's a very important one.

I think that there is a tremendous gulf developing in our society
that will rip us apart before very much longer. The haves are
moving very rapidly into the information society and the have
nots, as Congressman Downey pointed out, are still in an agricul-
tural society, and that will create tremendous social pressures
which we must address.

I think the central question is are the centers that are proposed
in this bill necessary? I think the answer to that is a resounding
yes. I've been running around the United States, as I mentioned,
preaching about this. I, in the last 4 years, have personally ad-
dressed 15,000 teachers and administrators and it could have been
50,000 if there were two or three of me, because I get requests to
come to school districts and to meetings of all kinds. I'm rapt the
only one. There are many people who are in that situation now.

There are volunteer-based support groups in the United States to
provide some help to teachers and administrators, but those sup-
port groups are really inadequate to the task.

Unfortunately, with the exception of Minnesota and perhaps
Rhode Island in the United States, the States have not responded
to the need of educators for assistance in this area, and that sug-
gests that centers of this kind are necessary because the States just
have not provided the leadership that is necessary here. In fact, in
many cases the State education departments are going to local
communities looking for help and guidance.

I think there is an importance in the aggregation of resources
that would occur in such centers. It would draw together groups of
people who have ideas about how to use these things and the intel-
lectual and financial aggregation would generate symbiotic rela-
tionships that would be very important.

Another reason that I think that this bill is very important is
that there's been a great deal of activity in foreign countries in this
area in the past 5 years. In the period from 1960 to 1974 the United
States was very, verywtive in this area. Since 1974 there has been
no, essentially no, Federal support. for this kind of thing and our
activities in this area have languished, while those in foreign coun-
tries have been accelerating.

Three years ago I attended a meeting, an international meeting,
in London of educators who are active in the area of computers in
education and I found that essentially every country in the West-
ern World washad made a rational tommitment to bringing com-

5.; 1.
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puters into their schools In Great Britain, for example, a year or
so ago they set up a $25 million national program to develop com-
puters in their precollege school system.

-France has 10,000 microcomputers in the schools program and
has already trained thousands and thousands of teachers in their
use. Japan has a program. Switzerland and Holland have a pro-
gram. Little countries, countries much, much smaller than ours,
with much less resources than curs, have developed programs.
Some of the countries behind the Iron Curtain have developed im-
pressive national programs and I suggest to you that Yugoslavia is
perhaps the most active of those.

The principal reason, I think, that this bill is important is that I
see our young people as the most precious resource that we've got
in this country. We could turn them into intellectual giants com-
pared to any of us adults with this tool, if the tool is- properly- -used:

There was a concern expressed by you a few minutes ago about
the impact on kids in economically deprived areas. It appears that
by and large the computer is beneficial to all students but it's espe-
cially beneficial to students who are ordinarily considered academi-
cally weak. The benefit to them is greater than the benefit to stu-
dents who are considered to be bright, although those terms are
difficult to identify.

I think that with handicapped people we have an opportunity to
enrich their lives, to bring them into the mainstream of our soci-
ety. We can make deaf people hear. We Ln.ri make blind people see.
We can make paralyzed people walk. You may have seen CO Min-
utes" about a month ago. A Dr. Petrovsky at Wright State Univer-
sity -is helping people to walk who are paralyzed.

Computers are not inexpensive and very flexible and can be used
in,<nany ways to help handicapped people.

Byte way, I attached to my prepared testimony two papers
which have prepared which address the issue of how comput-
e rs

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much and your prepared
statements will all be inserted in the record.

Our next witness is Dr. Jhin, Assistant Superintendent for Edu-
cational Technology, District of Columbia Public Schools. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF DR. K YO JHIN, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

[The prepared statemeiitof Dr. Kyo Jhin follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KYO R. JHIN, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT FOR
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee and my

distinguished colleagues, on behalf of the Superintendent of

the District of Columbia Public Schools, Mrs. Floretta D.

McKenzie, I 87 pleased to join you here today to discuss some

of the innovations in computer technology that we-are making

in the D.C. Public Schools, Innovations which, we believe,

will pay off in academic and career success for our students.

Ou.r problems are not unique among urban school districts, but

it is my strong belief that our solutions are.

Standardized test scores of D.C. Public School children

have risen steadily over the past three years. In recently

released data, we have seen substantial progress among

elementary school students In the mastery of reading and math

skills. There are schools in thefar Northeast and Southeast

sections of the city, areas experiencing the greatest degree

of poverty, which are models of student achievement.

The D.C. Public ScAools have moved aggressively to

improve instructional options for all students, pre-
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kindergarten through twelfth grade, as well as those enrolled

in adult. education. In this regard, there are several major

thrusts that we have undertaken. My task today is to inform

you of one phase of that thrust...the intergration of

computer technology into the educational system.

The following statement' are in response to bill, H.R.

1134.

1. Why did the D.C. Public Schools decide to integrate

computers into educational system?

The mission of the District of Columbia Public Schools

is "...tc promote excellence by providing a viable and

comprehensive instructional program (pre-kindergarten through

twelfth grade) leading to the attainment of knowledge,

competencies, and skills, which upon completion will enable

each student to function as a useful citizen." While the

-m4ssion of the school system need not change, the strategies

used to successfully accomplish the mission must be updated.

The continuing development of new technologies,

especially of computer-related disciplines, is revolution-

izing American society. The impact of computers spans age,

economic, and ethnic lines. In the District of Columbia,

with its heavy concentration of white collar industry,

computers are used in businesses to manage data and

information. As coMINInication devices, they link us with the

rest of the country and"the world. The Federal and District

governments, major local employers, along with their

counterparts in the private sector, are now requiring some

5u
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degree of computer literacy For many positions that are

becoming available. Even during times of high unemployment,

the local newspapers carry page after page oF advertised

positions requiring skills in computer technology.

Our stud-!nts, as consumers, have Felt the impact of

computer technology. When making purchases, they have seen

electronic scanners- "read" oroduct labels without

understanding the intricate nature of the transaction. At

home, their parents receive computerized utility, telephone,

and credit card bills. Clearly, the need For some degree oF

computer literacy has become necessary "to function as a

useFul citizen."

Superintendent Floretta D. McKenzie is committed to the

implementation of computer technology into the educational

system. She has established a Computer Literacy Planning

Group which includes teachers, supervisors and adminis-

trators, to develop a Computer Literacy Five Year Plan,

School Year 1983-1987. I would like to have this Five Year

Plan entered into the record.

On March 16,. 1983, the D.C. Board oF Education .approved

the Following policies:

1. That by the end of School Year 1983-84, student

computer laboratories be established in all schools,

with attention, to security needs.

2. That computer literacy and software selection skills

be required for all instructional personnel

(teachers, supervisors and administrators) as pert

, F:
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of the five year ecertification requirement.

3. That beginning with School Year 19E13-84, all new

teachers would have to demonstrate computer literacy

before being granted permanent tenure.

4. That every student be required to demonstrate a

command of the skills that constitute computer

literacy before the completion of grade nine,

beginning no.later than School Year 1987-88.

In order to implement the board policy and in response

to this changing environment, the District of Columbia Public

Schools is developing a systemwide Computer Literacy Program.

The program, proposed to be implemented over the next five

years, will require major investments of staff, time, and

resources.

The objectives of the Computer Literacy Program are:

o To develop computer awareness among students,

teachers, supervisors, and administratois.

o To develop and implement a computer literacy

curruculum.

o To design and implement a Computer Training

Laboratory.".

o To apply computer technology in the local'school

implementation of the Competency-Based Curriculum

through 'drill an0 praCtice, tutorials, problem

solving, simulations, and other appropriate

techniques.

o To apply computer technology in classroom management,

50
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including record keeping and the tracking and

reporting of student progress.

o To apply computer technology to local school

Some of the programs in computer technology that meet

the stated objectives are:

o THE WRITING TO READ PROGRAM, is a computer based

instructional system funded by the International'

Business Machines Corporation. This program involves

1500 kindergarten and first-grade students across

Washingtnn, D.C. through the use of computers, tape

recorders, work journals and typewriters in a special

learning laboratory, these students learn to compose

and read their own stories.

o THE COMPUTER LITERACY TRAINING LABORATORY,is a

computer based instructional system that has trained

over 500 teachers, supervisors and administrators in

computer literary.

o THE COMPUTERIZED ,7,0IDANCE INFORMATION PROGRAM, has

made guidance information available to all junior and

senior high school students, as well as computer

programming to all senior high schools.

o THE BELTWAY MICROCOMPUTER/VIDEODISC PROJECT, is

sponsered by the U.S. Department of Education. This

project involves elementary schools and provides the

Education Department and the D.C. school system with

`he opportunity to study how advanced technology can

4'
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be introduced into the school setting.

o THE NSF SCIENCE PROGRAM,in cooperation with American

Univer5.tv provides approximately 50 junior high

school teachers with gaining, equipment and software

for using computers for activities in science.

o THE AUTOMATED INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AIMS),

provides teachers in eight elementary schools with

automated checklists fgr each child, classroom

grouping reports, and diagnostic information for each

child at any time during the school year.

o THE CAREER CENTERS, offers students computer

technology training leading to apprenticeships in:

electronic data processing, systems analysis and

design, applications and systems, programming, data

collection and conversion, customer engineering,

computer programming, and system engineering.

o THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

PROGRAM, enables students to acquire ba3ic computer

literacy skills, access career guidance data files,

develop independent study habits and skills essential

to success in hiy!-Icr education, and meet an important

requirement recently established by the College Board.

o COMPUTERONICS, reaches 23 schools providing instruc-

tion in computer problem solving and computers in

society.

By the end of the 1982-83 school year, D.C. Public

Schools plan to have installed 1450 microcomputers and

minicomputers.

1.7
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2. What were the difficulties you encountered?

We encountered no real difficulties in developing the

Five Year Plan. However, one of the most complicated aspects

was in deciding on hardwares and softwares.

3. How would a National Center for Personal Computers in

Education have helped you

A National Center for Personal Computers in Education

would have provided us with the state-of-the-art information

on computer technology.

4. How would a National Center For Personal Computers in

Education help you now that you've started the program?

Such Center could help us to__

(a) develop courseware materials for use in areas in

which available courseware materials are inadequate;

(b) develop methods for enabling handicapped individuals

to use computers for communication and educational

pu-poses;

(c) establish a computer library that would allow

students to borrow personal computers for use

outside the classroom;

(d) assess the relative quality and merits of

commercially available microcomputers.

(e) develop teacher training materials, inluding

computer programs, films, slides, pamphlets, and

audio and video cassettes, that will- -

(1) instruct educators about personal computers and
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their uses to enable them to determine the

amount of financial resources and personnel

needed to commit to the use of computers in

their educational system,

(2) instruct educators in the methods of using

computers to enhance the learning experiences of

their students in the classroom, in labora-

tories, and at home, and

(3) instruct teachers in computer programing and in

the development of courseware materials;

5. Did you experience problems in finding teachers who

were adequately trained to teach?

In terms of classroom student computer literacy

instrction, it was necessary to train teachers in the area of

computer hardware and software. During the past year', we

were able to provide computer literacy training to over 500

teachers, supervisors and administrators.

6. Do you anticipate difficulties io keeping up-to-date

with computer advances?

No, we do not anticipate difficulties in keeping

up-to-date with computer advances because our contractual

arrangements with vendors have provisions to up-date

equipment.

In order to carry ou: the provisions of this bill, it is

desirable to have ten to twelve Centers for Personal

Computers in Education to provide needed services to state

and local education agencies.
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We feel that carefully planned National Centers for

Personal Computers in Education can be a great assistance to

school systems who will enter into computer related

instructional activities.

We would like to congratulate Congressman Thomas J.

Downey for introducing this bill. I hope that your committee

will support this bill for approval which will benefit

millions of children in the United States.

We are asking Congress to reaffirm its commitment to

improve and expand computer-related instructional programs in

this country, so we can continue to prepare our students for

the 1980's and 1990's. Thank you.
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Dr. JHIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee,
and my distinguished colleagues. On behalf of the Superintendent
of the D.C. public schools, Mrs. Floretta McKenzie, I am pleased to
join you here today to discuss some of the innovations in computer
technology which we believe will pay off in academic and career
success for our students in the District of Columbia.

Our problems are not unique among urban school districts, but it
is my strong belief that our solutions are.

Standard test scores of D.C. public school children have risen
steadily over the past 3 years. In recently released data, we have
seen substantial progress among elementary students in the mas-
tery of reading and mathematics skills. There are schools in the far
Northeast and Southeast sections of the city, areas experiencing
the greatest degree of poverty, which are models of student
achievement.

The D.C. public schools have moved aggressively to improve in-
structional options for all students, prekindergarten through 12th
grade, as well as those enrolled in adult education programs. In
this regard, there are several major thrusts that we have undertak-
en. My task today is to inform you of one phase of that thrust, the
integration of computer technology into the educational system in
Washington, D.C.

The following statements are in response to the bill, H.R. 1134.
The mission of the D.C. public schools is "to promote excellence by
providing a viable and comprehensive instructional program lead-
ing to the attainment of knowledge, competencies, and skills which
upon completion will enable each student to function as a useful
citizen." While the mission of the school system need not change,
the strategies used to successfully accomplish the mission must be
updated.

The continuing development of new technologies, especially com-
puter- related disciplines, is revolutionizing American society. The
impact of computers spans age, economic, and ethnic lines. In the
District of Columbia, with its heavy concentration of white collar
industry, computers are used in business to manage data and infor-
mation. As communication devices, they link us with the rest of
the country and the world. The Federal and District governments,
major local employers, along with their counterparts in the private
sector, are now requiring some degree of computer literacy for
many positions that are becoming available.

Even during times of high unemployment, Lie local newspapers
carried page after page of advertising positions requiring skills in
computer technology.

Our students, as consumers, have felt the impact of computer
technology. When making purchases they have seen electronic
scanners "read" product labels without understanding the intricate
nature of tjle transaction. At home, their parents receive computer-
ized utility, telephone, and credit card bills. Clearly, the need for
some degree of computer literacy has become necessary to function
as a useful citizen.

Superintendent Floretta D. McKenzie is committed to implemen-
tation of computer technology into the educational system. She has
established a computer literacy planning group which includes
teachers, supervisors, and administrators, to develop a computer
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literacy 5-year plan. school year 198:3-87. I would like to have this
5-year plan entered into the record.

[The document referred to retained in subcommittee files.]
Dr. JHIN. On March 1fi, 195:3, the D.C. Board of Education ap-

proved the following policies: That by the end of school year 1983
84 student computer laboratories be established in all schools, with
attention to security needs. Two, that computer literacy and soft-
ware selection skills be required for all instructional personnel
teachers, supervisors, and administrators as part of the 5 year re-
certification requirement. Three, that beginning with the school
year 198:3-84. all new teachers should have to demonstrate comput-
er literacy before being granted permanent tenure. Four, that
every student be required to demonstrate a command of the skills
that constitute computer literacy before the completion of grade
nine, beginning no later than school year 1987-88.

In order to implement the board policy and in response to this
changing environment, the D.C. public schools is developing a sys-
temwide computer literacy program. The program, proposed to be
implemented over the next ;) years, will require major investment
of time, staff, and resources.

The objectives of the computer literacy program are to develop
computer awareness among students, teachers, supervisors, and ad-
ministrators, to develop and ;mplement a computer literacy cur-
riculum. to design and implement a computer training laboratory,
to apply computer technology in the local school implementation of
the competency-based curriculum, through drill and practice, tuto-
rials, problem solving, simulations, and other appropriate tech-
niques.

To apply computer technology in classroom management, includ-
ing record keeping and the tracking and repo -ting of student prog-
ress. To apply computer technology to local schools. Some of the
programs in computer technology that meet the stated objectives
are: The writing to read program, which is a computer based in-
structional system funded by IBM. This program involves 1,500
kindergarten and first grade studer*,s across Washington, D.C.
through the use of computers, tape recorders, work journals, type-
writers in a special learning laboratory, these students learn to
compose and read their own stories at this age level.

Computer literacy training laboratory, which is a computer-based
instructional system that has trained over 500 teachers, supervi-
sors, administrators in computer literacy.

The computerized guidance information program for all junior
and senior high students. The Beltway Microcomputer/Videodisc
Project, which is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education.
This project involves elementary schools and provides the Educa-
tion Department and the D.C. school system with the opportunity
to study how advanced technology can be introduced into the
school setting.

The National Science Foundation program, in science, in cooper-
ation with the American University provides approximately 50
junior high school teachers with training, equipment, and software
for using computers for activities in science.

The automated instructional management system, which we call
AIMS, provides teachers in eight elementary schools with automat-
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ed checklists for each child, classroom grouping reports, diagnostic
information for each child at any time during the school year.

The career centers. It offers students computer technology train-
ing to students in our junior high schools.

The senior high computer-assisted instruction in the area of
mathematics, science, and other areas.

Computeronics, which reaches 23 schools providing instruction in
computer problem solving and computers in society.

Approximately 1,40 microcomputers and minicomputers are in-
stalled in our schools to support the D.C. public schools computer
initiative.

We encountered no real difficulties in developing the 5-year plan.
However, one of the most complicated aspects was in deciding on
hardwares and softwares. How would a National Center for Person-
al Computers in Education have helped us if it was in existence? A
National Center for Personal Computers in Education would have
provided us with the state-of-the-art information on computer tech-
nology in the area of software selection and hardware selection and
curriculum development.

How would a National Center for Personal Computers in Educa-
tion help us now that we have started our program? Such a center
could help us to develop courseware materials, develop methods for
enabling handicapped individuals to use computers for communica-
tion and educational purposes, establish a computer library, assess
the relative quality and merits of commercially available micro-
computers, develop teacher training materials, including computer
programs, films, slides, pamphlets, audio and video cassettes, that
will instruct educators about personal computers and their use, in-
struct educators in the methods of using computers to enhance the
learning experience, instruct teachers in computer programing,
and in the developing of courseware materials.

In terms of classroom student computer literacy instruction, it
was necessary to tra.ii teachers in the area of computer hardware
and in software. During the past year we were able to provide com-
puter literacy training to over 500 teachers, supervisors, and ad-
ministrators.

Do we anticipate difficulties in keeping up to date with computer
advances? No, we do not anticipate difficulties in keeping up to
date with computer advances because our contractual arrange-
ments with vendors have provisions to up date equipment, to keep
up with equipment change.

In order to carry out the 'provisions of the bill, it is, in my opin-
ion, indeed, desirable to have j0 to 12 centers for personal comput-
ers in education to provide nOeded services to State and local edu-
cation agencies.

We feel that carefully planned national centers for personal com-
puters in education can be a great assisTance to school systems who
will enter into computer related instructional activities.

We would like to congratulate Congressman Thomas Downey for
introducing this bill. I hope that your committee will support this
bill for approval which will benefit millions of children in the
United States.

We are asking Congress to reaffirm its commitment to improve
and expand computer-related instructional programs as a part of

6
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the educational system in this country. so we can continue to pre-
pare our students for the llo,o's and 1990's. Thank you.

Chairman PERKINs. Thank you very much. 1)r. Speser. go ahead.

STATEMENT OF DR. l'1111.IP SEER. PRESIDENT. NATIONAL IN-
STITUTE FOR ENTREPRENEURIAL TECHNOLOGY% WASHING-
TON. D.C.

Dr. Se EsER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
the opportunity to express the strong support of the National Insti-
tute for Entrepreneurial Technology for this legislation which you
are examining today. The Institute is a pro bono publicum group
supported by a number of small, high technology coMpanies. I will
summarize my testimony and I'm going to focus primarily on the
problem of computer literacy, which we see as a threshold problem
in the use of computers in education today. But we are pleased that
this legislation would do more by encouraging the use of computers
as a teaching tool in a variety of substantive areas.

Highly skilled, highly educated labor is the key to our country's
economic future in an information-based global society. Just to
mention one of the many studies that has been done in this area,
in a recent report the staff of the Joint Economic CoMmittee of
Congress surveyed 691 high technology companies. The staff con-
cluded the importance of skilled technicians in the JEC survey sug-
gests that investments in human capital to train technikial person-
nel will have a high payoff. particularly in States in the older man-
ufacturing regions with large numbers of unemployed blue-collar
workers.

Few would argue that computer literacy will be as important as
reading, writing, and arithmetic as we move into the 21st century.
There are, of course, a number of projections on needs in this area.
Just to mention a few of them, it's estimated that we will need 2
million robot technicians and generate about 1 million new jobs for
computer programers by the year 2000.

The American Electronics Association found in a survey of some
of its members that they will need approximately 113.060 profes-
sionals and 1-10,00b paraprofessionals by 19S5. Unfortdriately. we
do not have sufficient people to fill these openings and, again,
there are a number of studies on that which are mentioned in the
full testimony.

Nor should we expect the demand for computer literacy to he
limited to jobs in the computer field. It's well known that office
automation is changing the jobs of managers and office workers,
and as automation moves into the factories, production workers
will also have to be computer literate.

Just to give you an idea of the extent of the demand for comput-
er literacy, it was recently reported that in Ottawa the Blue Line
Taxicab Co. has introduced a computer dispatching system which
involves a computerized link between dispatchers and cabs. That
made the company's fleet 59 percent more efficient. So. computers
are going to be part of every job in the future. The bottom line is
simple. The future is here. Workers who are not computer literate
are going to find it increasingly :hard to find work and compapies

0



without computer literate labor forces will find it increasingly hard
to remain competitive in the world market.

Despite the fact that there is a growing market for educational
software and hardware. schools are unable to provide adequate
training in computer literacy. In an April 7 article in the Wall
Street Journal they noted several problems facing educators.
4mong these were cost of software and hardware, lack of computer
literate instructors, lack of instruction of how to train teachers in
computer literacy, inadequate planning of software and hardware
purchases, and the lack of well-designed, appropriate, software.

These problems are not limited to our priMary and secondary
schools The Chronicle of Higher Education recently reported that
academia is not only failing to keep up with the new technology
and related demands, but is falling further and further behind.

The failure of our educational system to provide its students with
computer literacy and thus to take full advantage of computers in.
'instruction has a particularly tragic chat,. nen For the failure will
be most apparent among the poor and disadvantaged in our sf iety.

I have a 2'2-year-old son who already is able to boot up his favor-
ite games and to spell his name because my family is able to afford
a home computer. But do we really want to rely upon individual
home computer purchases to ensure that all our citizens have an
opportunity to become computer literate?

Small high-technology companies have two major reasons for ad-
vocating the speedy enactment of this legislazion. First, as is well
known, small firms are the primary source of new net job genera-
tion in the United States. Small high technology firms are also a
primary source for training of new job entrants. As a result, the
failure of our schools to provide computer literacy will hit these
companies very hard.

The need to provide this elementary training will in turn cut
down or funds that these companies can use for R&D and innova-
tion, of which small high technology companies excell.

H.R. 11:-;4 will benefit small high technology firms by providing a
long needed focal point for educators seeking guidance and advice
on computer literacy and the use of computers as teaching tools for
substantive courses. Small firms rely upon our country's education-
al institutions to provide their workers with basic skills. It would
be a major incentive to the development of high technology if our
ethicational institutions could also provide all students with com-
puter literacy and advanced skills in education.

Second, it will come as no surprise to anyone that computer
hardware and software are still industries noted for the large num-
bers of small high technology companies they contain. A major
reason why schools face difficulties in obtaining high quality cost
efficient hardware and software is that the market for these proj-
ects is highly disaggregated and suffers from a lack of adequate
communication channels between small firms and educators.

The primary factor behind the inability, rather, of small firms
and schools to find each other is the lack of an adequate focal point
for educational hardware and software. While-most school systems
have heard of IBM or Control Data, how many school systems have
heard of Software Professionals of Fort Wayne, Ind., just to men-/
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tion one example? Yet this firm i3 an active producer of education-
al software and softw'are for training handicapped persons.

By serving as a focal point for the use of computers in education,
the National Centers for Personal Computers- in Education that
this legislation establishes will aid small hig) technology firms in
developing the high quality-hardware and software that education-
al institutions need.

Under section 393-B-16, the centers are directed to inform the
industry of the educational system's needs and to inform educators
of developments in industry. l'irth, 1, under .,;oction 393, the evalu-
ation, demonstration, and information prograhis of the centers will
,provide small firms with a forum in which they can demonstrate
the quality and the utilh )1 their products to educators who might
not otherwise have a :lance to benefit from the Innovation occur-
ring in this sector of our economy.

Indeed, we would recommend only one minor refinement to this
legislation. Since numerous small high technology firms are active-
ly involved in performing the functions that this legislation envi-
sions for the center, we would urge the subcommitte, to include
language in the leg.lation or the accompanying report clarifying
that the grant competition envisioned by section 394 will be open
to both for profit and nonprofit entities. We urge this refinement
because past experience has indicated that bureaucrats frequently
suffer from an inertia which leads them to quietly deep six propos-
als from small high technology companies on the grounds that Con-
gress, in quotes, -really meant that only nonprofit entities should
be allowed to compete for research or educational program fund -
ing.

To conclude, we are convinced that this bill would provide a long-
needed focus for efforts to provide computer literacy for all our citi-
zens and to encourage the use of computers in teaching substantive
subjects.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Speser follows:I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHILIP SPESER, J.D., PH D., NATIONAL INSTITI"I E FOR
ENTREPRENEURIAL TECHNOLOGY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the
opportunity to express the National Institute for Entrepreneurial
Technology's strong support for the legislation you are examining
today. In our testimony I am going to focus my remarks on the
problem of computer literacy, which we see as the threshhold
problem in the use of computers in education. But we are pleased
that this legislation; would do$ much more by encouraging the use
3f computers as teaching tools in a variety of substantive areas.

THE NEED FOR CbMPUTER LITERATE WORKERS

Highly skilled, highly educated labor is the key to our country's
economic future it an information-based global society. For
example, Lynn E. Brown, Assistant Vice-President and Economist fo
the Federal Reserve Bank cf Boston and Professor John S Heckman
of Boston. College have noted that the key factor in the
development of high-technology industries in New England was that
region's pool of appropriate labor. In a recent report, the
staff of the Joint Economic Committee surveyed 691 high-
technology companies. The staff concluded: The importance of
skilled technicians in the JEC survey suggests that such
Investments in human capital Ito train technical personnel) will
have a high payoff, particularly in states in the older
manufacturing regions with large numbers of unemployed, blue
collar workers."

Few would argue that computer literacy will be as important as
reading, writing, and arithmetic as we move into the Twenty-first
Century. The Washington Post noted in a September 26, 1982
article that the country could employ more than 2 million robot
technicians and generate around 1 million new jobs for computer
programmers by the year 2000. Yet we currently do not have
adq,:ate supplies of labor to fill these positions. The National
Science Foundation estimates that shortages of 115,000 to 140,000
computer specialists are likely to exist by the year 1987 alone.
A survey of their members by the American Electronics Association
found that the 671 responding companies will need 113,098
professionals and 140,002 paraprofessionals by 1985. The U.S.
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Department of Labor reports that overall em; loyment in the
compter field will double again ny 1990--afte: already doubling

1hg the 19"Cs. The demand for computer service technicians is
pr.::ect.ed to ;row ty 154% between 1978 and 1990. ,ob openings for
con-ter anc peripheral equipment operators should average 46,200
per yea:.

Nor should we expect the demand for computer literacy to be
limited to ]3bS in the computer field. In AdvanceS Automation
Zr.omoI ;1,21121,111 Qye_r jncr Unemployment (May 25, 1982),
the GA: empnasized the importance of computer literacy for jobs
not normally associated with computer opeLaton. The report
states: "Several occupations will change becalse of the
implementation of elP,trohic automation. Persons remaining in
tnosecccupations will me performing tasks not previously done,
some of which will require new skills that can be learned. For
in-stance, managers might be required to type, production workers,
instead of performing act-al manufacturing and assembly work,
will tend to automated equipment." The extent of computerization
wag indicated by a July 7, 1982 article in the WAj atreal

wnict described the implementation of computer
dispatching in Ottawa's Blue Line taxicabs. According to the
company, computer dispatching, which invol,,es a computerized
link .tetween the dispatchers and the cabs, has made the company's
fleet 50% more efficient.

Tr e rctt:.m line is simple: The future is here. Workers who are
not comp.-ter literate are going to find it increasingly hard to
fond work. Co.:ntries without computer literate labor forces will
rind It in.7.:easingly hard tc remain competitive in the world
market.

THE INABILITY OF SCHOOLS TO MEET THE NEED FOR COMPUTER LITERATE
WORKERS

There is an increasingly attractive market for educacional
software and hardware. Venture magazene estimates that by 1986,
educational software sales alone could be a 5250 million market,
assuming tnat edacational software maintains the same proportion
of current sale for all microsoftware.

Despite this growing market, schools are unable to provide
adequate training in computer literacy. In an April 7, 1983
article, "Many Schools Buying Computers Find Problems With Using
Them.' the Street JoUraal noted several problems facing
educators. Amoung these were: costs of software and hardware,
lack of computer literate instructors, lack of instructional time
to train teachers in computer literacy, inadequate planning of
software and hardware purchases, and lack of well designed,
apirop-, software.

These prololems are not limited to our primary and secondary
schools. In "Colleges Struggling to Cope with Computer Age," Tie
C.11/;n1;i 21 Education notes: "...experts in computing and
higher education [3ayl only a relatively few campuses are
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successfully aoapting to tne latest technolocical developments.
For the most part, they say, academe is not only failing to keep
.up with the new technology and related demands, but it is falling

r the r and furtner behind."

The failure of our educational system to provide its students
computer literacy and thus to take full advantage of computers in
instruction has a particularly tragic character. For the failure
will be most apparent amoung the poor and disadvantaged in our
society. Indeed, as the government, industry, and schools
increasingly turn to using computers to administer standardized
tests Ltr5.teI ;.urnal, April 18, 1983), the impact of
..mp,:ter literacy on educational and career opportunities will
cecome all pervasive. I have a two and one-half year old son who
already is ahle to "coot up" his favorite games and to spell his
name neca.:se my family is able to afford a home computer. But do

we really want rely upon individual home computer purchases to
ens-re toat our citizens have an opportunity to become
uc7puter

THE INTEREST OF SMALL HIGH-TECHNOLOGY FIRMS IN THIS LEGISLATION

Small hign-technology companies have two major reasons for
advocating the speedy enactment of this legislation. First, as is
well known, small firms are the primary source of new net job
ene:atioo in toe lofted States. Small firms also are a primary

sor:rce of training for new job entrants. As a resul. the failure
of o.:r scnocls to provide computer literacy wiil hit these
companies very hard. The burden of providing training for
computer literacy will fall upon companies with the least
dispositle income to dedicate to this task. The need to provide
this elementary training will, in turn, cut down on funds that
could t,e used for R&D and innovation--at which small high -
teconology companies excel.

1134 will benefit small high-technology firms by providing a
long-needed focal point for educators seeking guidance and advice
on computer literacy and the use of computers as teaching tools
for substantive courses. Small firms rely upon our country's
educational institutions to provide their workers with basic
skills. It would be a major incentive to the development of high-
teunnology if our educational institutions could also provid
all students with computer literacy and advanced skills anc
education.

Second, it will come as no surprise to this Subcommittee that
computer haruware and software are still industries noted for
one :3:;e of small high-technology companies they contain.
A 73:Or rear:n why schools face difficulties in obtaining high-
cuality, cost-efficient hardware and software is that the market
or toese products is highly disaggrigrated and suffers from a

i3CX of adequate communication channels between small firms and
educators.

The problem of marketing has been addressed in a number of
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studies. For example, The NSF reported (in LEsIlez5 Q1 Zmdll
iiloh-Technology Firms, NSF 81-305) that approximately 60% of a

national sample of such firms had major problems associated with
making the transition from research and development to marketing.
Respondents mentioned such factors as inexperience with marketing
and market research and the high cost of national advertising as
underlying causes of the problem. In a preliminary survey of
small high-technology companies that the institute conducted in
the Baltimore-Washington Corridor, 36.5% of the respondents
mentioned marketing problems when asked: "What is the most
pressing problem for your firm today?" (Only lack of
capital ization was mentioned by a higher percentage of
respondents--46.3%.)

The primary factor behind the inability of small f''ms and
schools to find each other is the lack of an adequate f a point
for educational hardware and software. While most sch,o. systems
have heard of IBM or Control Data, how many school systems have
heard of Software Professionals, Inc. of Fort Wayne Indiana. Yet
this firm Is ar active producer of ,Aucational software and
software for training handicapped persc .3.

By serving as a focal point for the use of computers .:(1

education, the National Centers for Personnel Computers in
Education, that this legislation establishes, will aid small
high-technology firms in developing the high-quality nardware and
software chat educational institutions need. i2nder section 393
(b)(16), these Centers are directed to inform the industry of the
educational systems needs and to inform educators of developments
in industry. Further, under section 393, the evaluation,
demonstration, and information programs of the Centers will
provide small firms with -a forum in which they can demonstrate
the quality and utility of their products to educate;; who might
not otherwise have a chance to benefit from the .nilovation
occuring in this sector of our economy.

Indeed, we would recommend only one minor refinem .1t to this
legislation. Since numerous small high-technology firms are
actively involved in performing the functions this legislation
evisions for the Centers, we would urge the Subcommittee to
include language in the legislation, or the accompanying report,
clarifying that the grant competition envisione by section 394
will be opened to both for-profit and non-prppl t entities. We
urge this refinement because past experience IA indicated that
bureaucrats frequently suffer from an "inertia hich leads them
to quietly deep-six proposals from small high-technology
companies on the grounds that Congress "really meant" that only
non-profit entitles should be allowed to compete for research or
educational program funding.

To conclude, we are convinced that H.R. 1134, the National
Centers for Computers in Education Act, would provide a long-
needed focus for efforts to provide comuter literacy for all our
citizens and to encourage 'ne use cf computers in teaching
substantive subje '-ts.
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Chairman Pu:kki Ns. I'd like to ask you a question. I-low can such
a center or centers on computers be funded as ervisioned in this
bill to give advice to local school districts reg;:rding computers
without us winding up with a federally funded center giving
advice, prefering one computer over another, or one company over
another? Si( id the Federal Government do that?

1)r. SPESER. I believe that there is a meaningful functions for the
Federal Government in providing quality control checks for educa-
tional hardware and software projects. It's quite frequent in the
scientific area that quality control is provided by, for example, peer
review panIs and so on before funds are expended in research, and
I don't see inhere this would be that much different if you had ade-
quate staffs in t '.in assuming, of course, that the cen-
ters are staffed by iughi, potent people.

Chairman PERkiNs. M ormitn? Go ahead.
Mr. AckEkmAN I'm curious to find out how IBM was encouraged

to make the grant in Washington.
Dr. 'MIN. Our superintendent, Floretta McKenzie, is the captain

of the public private partnership program. Therefore, when she
took over she contacted numerous business sectors and encouraged
them to he part of instructional training and implementation
teams. That is how IBM was able to participate m our program.

Mr. ACKERMAN. Have they been doing this in different parts of
the country? Do they find this advantageous to their own interests?

Dr. iuN. I m sure they also have a similar program in other
parts of the country. But we are very fOrtunate to participate. I am
sure it will be beneficial to their long range planning.

Mr A('KERMAN. The reason I asked the question is because it
seems to me that there are school districts throughout the country
that are not going to be able to afford getting into this new tech-
nology for a long time to come. If' it is advantageous for private in-
dustry to make this outreach or to be encouraged, we should find
out how this is done s that all parts of the Nation can be equally
advantaged.

1)r. JmN. Yes. I think it would be very useful. Of course. I am
sure you are aware of the Apple Co. giving one computer to every
school in California rand I'm sure they have the goal of reaching
more people through this donation.

Dr. BRAUN. Mil \ I ke a comment on that?
Mr. ACKER:MA'
Dr. BRAUN . ue National Science Foundation, in part-

nership with a number of the microcomputer manufacturers, had a
program where NSF and the private companies each put up about
:i;9(,0,000 in a grant program to school systems around the United
States to do research on using computers in education. So, that
would be a good model for that.

Mr. ACKERMAN T'..yy wanted to stimulate business for them-
selves?

Dr. BRAUN. 1.111 Slat' that's their ultimate reason. I'm sure.
Mr. ACKERMAN. Well, that's good for us to know.
Dr. BRAUN. Yes. By the way. there are two such programs with

IBM on Long Island. one m Roslyn and one in Deer Park.
Dr. dirtN. And beginning this fall they are going to have four pro-

grams, this time in terms of teacher training, one in New York, ob-
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viously, because that's where the IBM headquarters are located.
and one it California, and one in Florida. and hopefully the D.C.
Public Schools can also participate in this teacher training pro-
gram.

It's obvious, Mr. Ackerman, that it's like the Chevrolet Co., Ford
Motor Co.. Chrysler Co., used to provide and they are still doing it,
their automobiles for drivers education. Why? If youngsters are
used to the automobile they buy those things. So, these com-
puter companies are providing these demonstration projects and
teacher training programs hoping that that product, we will be
more familiar with it and we may be more leaning toward buying
their product.

But, of course. such an area, the National ('enter for Personal
Computers in Education, could help us, help the local school sys-
tems who do not have technological know -how to distinguish from
high power sales as well as some i..t the materials may not be
suited for instructional programs

I think the national center co..ild provide that kind of technical
assistance to local and State education agencies.

Mr. ACKERMAN. DO we have any idea yet which youngsters are
becoming computer literate or more predisposed to becoming com-
p iter literate? It's my thinking that children from more advan-
ta.;-ed homes learn how to read faster because there are books
throughout the shelves in their house. Children who take typing
courses in school will become good typists and they're the ones
whose parents can afford a typewriter at home. Are we finding
that kids who have Ataris and a pocketful of quarters to throw
away at these arcades are the kids who are becoming computer lit-
erate and more disadvantaged kids really aren't getting into it, or
is there no correlation between that and this industry?

Dr. JHIN. I'm sure there are correlations. That is why the D.C.
Public Schools, in order to eliminate that problem, this year we are
going to provide a computer in each elementary school. 8 to 10 mi-
crocomputers will be installed in a lab in each elementary school
in our D.C. public schools. And also we are going to provide com-
puter camps for students in our school system. So, we have tried to
meet their needs and I think its very interesting that those chil-
dren from economically-deprived areas will be academically also
deprived as a result.

Mr. ACKERMAN. Would you be able to keep and correlate data be-
tween reading levels of children and the math levels in certain
classroom areas and correlate that between computer literacy?

Dr. J1-11N. Yes, sir. We are hoping to have the data related to
those students using the computer as part of their tool and those
who do not.

Mr. ACKERMAN. Thank you.
Mr. PACKARD. I appreciate the testimony that you've given on

the importance of computers in our educational system. I think
you're right. It is. certainly. the area of the future and important
that we keep our young people abreast of it.

I am concerned. however. about setting up a new national center
for the computer education program when we have existing organi-
zations through which I think this kind of a program could and
normally would be funneled. We have the National Institute of
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Education, a research arm of the Department of Education. We
have also the National Science Foundation, the National Diffusion
Network, which comes under the Secretary of Education, all of
which could play a role in such a program. In your judgment, why
is it important that we set up a new structure whereby we might
dilute some of the funds that would get right to the children, and
the teaching_rocess?

Dr. SPESER. If I can just speak to that. The programs that I'm
most familiar with in the NSF or in the Department of Education
and so on, are mostly directed at research. That is, they are looking
at what factors would make for good hardware and software in the
educational area, what kinds of configurations might be attractive.
There is a great weakness in the area of what is commonly called
"technology transfer ". As I mentioned in the testimony, there's a
gap at present between people who have the product developed and
people who are interested in obtaining the product for educational
software.or hardware that can run educational software.

And there are two factors involved with it. One is since a lot of
small companies are involved in making these types of products,
they cannot go to the D.C. School System and say, "Let us put a
computer in every one of your schools and we're going to give you
all of this software," and so on. There's just not that kind of capital
in the small companies, as we are all familiar.

The second problem is from the standpoint of an educator deal-
ing with a small company. If they deal with an IBM they can say,
OK. if the software is bad I can probably go back and beat on the
top of IBM and I'm relatively convinced that there's not going to be
a problem because IBM's got to protect its corporate reputation,
and all those kinds of considerations.

In a small company it's different. They are not as familiar with
the small company so they're looking for some kind of external in-
dicator that the software really or the hardware really does what
the company says it does, and that's where a center like the one
that's proposed here would be very instrumental because it pro-
vides an objective tester for the quality of claims that are made by
companies. We welcome that kind of an objective testing because
we're convinced that the products coming out of small high tech-
nology firms are far more innovative than you're going to see
coming out of a large firm.

Mr. PACKARD. I still do not see why, this center could not become
another arm of an existing organization rather than setting up a
new network or a new structure. I think a large portion of the cost
of setting up these new and innovative programs tends to go to set-
ting up a new structure. If there is an existing structure I certainly
would hope that we would be able to incorporate the same prior-
ities and the same goals of the new program under an existing
hierarchy.

You also mentioned in your testimony, that the primary and sec-
ondary schools probably would be the ones that would participate
in this computer program. How far down in the primary levels do
you feel it would be most cost effective in terms of providing the
children with computer education?

Dr. SPESER. I feel very strongly that as far down as you car, take
it is -where it belongs, and I feel that primarily on the basis of my
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own experience with my own son, and as I mentioned, I have a 21/2-
year-old son who has already become more computer literate than
some of the people that we've brought into our organization when
WE'

kind of t, Iching tool because
Pe, :I to give poz.tive reinforcement ,0 ,ild
wht File computer is wonderful for positive rein-
forcement i. .io it right, you see the results immediately, and
it's just a phenomenal teaching tool for very young children.

Mr. PACKARD. I think the key words of my question were cost ef-
fective. We know that there are shortages in school finances afid in
funding these kinds of programs. We must evaluate in terms of
where the dollar can best be spent for the greatest amount of m le-
age.

We know that we've been negligent for years in high technology
and math and science programs. We've already started to change
that. I think that the real question now is are the dollars more val-
uable at the first and second grade level or are they more valuable
in terms of Sth, 9th, 10th grade levels?

Dr. SPESER. Again, I'm speaking from my own predispositions. I
don't have hard data that addresses this but my gut feeling is that
it would be more valuable at the first, second, and third grade level
because at that point you really have a lot of curiosity in the child
and you want to encourage them to become familiar with the ma-
chine and so on.

Once they're, in a sense, hooked on working with computers,
they will want to continue doing that and they will begin to seek
out ways of doing it as they progress through their educational
career. If you wait until far more downstream at the college level,
say, you've already lost a lot of people and you begin to run into
the problem of fear of computers and so on.

Mr. PACKARD. In order to get them interested in computer sys-
tems, do you envision this program as somewhat of an Atari-type of
game process or an instructional process. If it is the latter, I have
to come back and ask at what level of education, what level of un-
derstanding, can that instruction best be directed?

Dr. JHIN. In our school system in Washington, D.C. public
schools, we do have this program called writing to read. That is the
pros-'- It designed for kindergarten youngsters as well as first grad-

,n D.C. public schools decided to go with this level is
,Iortage of science and mathematics persons in this

corntr.,, and engineers. The reason is that by the time they reach
the junior high level, once kids get turned off about math and sci-
ence because of a lack of pi-per instruction, and lost interest, so we
are trying to--and also they have a fear of mathematics and sci-
ence.

So, in terms of computer technology we want to give them the
feeling that the computer can be their friend, that it will benefit
them. So, we were very successful in our plan.

The other day I went to visit Congress Heights write to read pro-
gram. They have three full stations plus placesthey have comput-
er program instruction dealing with certain words. Like they have
a pet running around and c-a-t underneath. Then they have a bird
and the spelling of b-i-r-d.
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Then next they go to another work station and the last station
they come to. it used an actual IBM typewriter to write whatever
they want as they wish. The spelling may be wrong. But I was sur-
prised to find kindergarten youngsters spelling emergency correct-
ly. fie was writ "What do you do when there is an emergency?-

he had a pc! .ct spelling. a first grader.
h apnening overhis sort , old over ando

ii kids who program
computers.

Dr. BRAUN. I think there is a great deal of evidence that iii-
dren, very young children. learn foreign languages at a much more
rapid rate than older children do. When I was a child we were in-
troduced to foreign languages in high school. The time to teach
kids foreign languages is in elementary school and the ume to
teach them about computers is exactly in the same place.

Mr. l'AckARD. One last question. To what extent does the pro-
posed legislation incorporate or require participation of the private
sector. which perhaps is far more advanced in terms of teaching
and developing computer systems than is the school system?

Dr. SPESER. If I can just speak to that, there are passages in the
legislation, clauses that explicitly refer to establishing linkages be-
tween the educational system and the private sector. So, we do not
have any real concern about the involvement of the' private sector
in this legislation other than the small thing that we mentioned,
that we'd like it clear that section 394 enables both profits and
nonprofits to compete for the grants so that they go to the highest
quality organization, whether it's in the private or the nonprofit
sector.

Mr. PACKARD. But there is no requirement for matching funds in
terms of private sector use, or search for private sector involve-
ment in the process?

Dr. SPESER. No; but I think you would see a significant amount of
that because the types of activities that are beingand some of the
activities it just wouldn't be appropriate to have matching private
sector funds. I know that the firms that were involved with would
be somewhat upset- if a center that was evaluating an objective
evaluation of software, say. was funded by IBM. It would lead to
some concerns about the objectivity of the evaluation despite the
best intentions.

On the other hand, when you're talking about developing
courseware, I would envision that something very similar would
happen there, as happens at, for example, the National Bureau of
Standar, where a scientist from the private sector comes to the
Bureau to work on advanced technological problems with scientists
from the Bureau and Bureau scientists going to company research
laboratories, and I would envision the same kind of thing would
happen here.

Its a relatively modest level of funding that's being sought for
these centers, so theyre going to be compelled to go out and seek
private sector support for appropriate activities.

Mr. PACKARD. Of course it's the beginning of a new program and
modest levels of funding at the be ..nning often develop into major
fundings downstream.
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However, the same concerns that IBM would have if IBM equip-
ment were used in a voluntary or on a cooperative basis with pri-
vate enterprise, would be magnified. in my judgment, if it were by
tax dollars. that they were still using those same computer soft-
ware or hardware.

So. I think that that same attitude could prevail irrespective of
whether funding was from the private sector or tax dollars.

I suppose you understand my concerns. I am certainly not speak-
ing in any w, against the need. The questions are how to imple-
ment the program how to get the most for the dollar, and how totar u to ti. 'dren who would receive the greatest amount

I think we'll have to address our concerns.
;n. At N ment m that List point?
Mr. PmKARD..
Dr. BRAUN. I think the imp, .ant .it - that

there is an aggregation of resources. both financial and intellectu-
al. There are not very many people in this country yet who can do
the kinds of things that are needed in this center. They are now
diffused all over the United States and these centers would co-
alesce those intellectual resources and by the synergy of their
being in a single location they would generate a great deal more of
useful information for the schools than is now done by those same
people.

Mr. PACKARD. One last comment before I conclude. That is, I
would also Jit_o_pe_that any such program would not simply be a
game-oriented type of program thatour children are caught up
with nowto the point where it really does not focus on an educa-
tional process.

Dr. JHIN. I would like to make One more comment. I think that
in order for such national centers or center to be effective, there
should be spread all over the country. like maybe possibly 10 to 12.
so that local school systems and State education agencies could go
to this center for assistance when it is located in one isolated place.
really. if it's in Washington for people from California its difficult
to get assistance.

So. I would also like to recommend that. .

I think we have more successful programs and the resources,
softwares. All we need is someplace to coordinate and right now it
seems that coordination is missing.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you very much.
Mr. ACKERMAN. OK. I'd like to thank the panel for their partici-

pation. The hearing is concluded and the subcommittee stands ad-
journed subject to the call of the Chair.

[Whereupon. at 10:50 a.m.. April 21, 19S:i. the hearing was re-
cessed, subject to the call of the Chair!
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